
 

 

TYRONE TOWNSHIP PLANNING COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 
November 17, 2021    7:00 p.m. 

  
This meeting will be held at the Tyrone Township Hall. 

 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER:  

 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:  

 

CALL TO THE PUBLIC:  

 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA:  

 

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES:  

1) 06/08/2021 Regular Meeting Minutes 

2) 07/13/2021 Regular Meeting and Public Hearing Minutes 

 

OLD BUSINESS:  

1) Lake Urban Crossing Preliminary PUD 

2) Durocher Special Land Use and Site Plan Amendment 

 

NEW BUSINESS:  

1) Niemi Shared Private Driveway 

 

CALL TO THE PUBLIC: 

 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS:  

 

ADJOURNMENT: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
       06/08/2021 Regular Meeting Minutes 

       07/13/2021 Regular Meeting and Public Hearing Minutes 

 



 

 

TYRONE TOWNSHIP PLANNING COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

June 8, 2021 DRAFT 

 

Note: This meeting was held at the Tyrone Township Hall 

 

PRESENT: Dan Stickel, Kurt Schulze, Jon Ward, and Perry Green 

ABSENT: Rich Erickson, Steve Krause, and Bill Wood  

OTHERS PRESENT: Ross Nicholson and Zach Michels (CWA) 

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by Chairman Stickel at 7:00 pm. 

Chairman Stickel took a moment to address COVID-19 protocol.  He indicated that the 

Township would follow CDC guidelines.  He stated that meetings will be held in-person for the 

time being.  He stated that in the future, it is possible that meeting may be held in a hybrid format 

(in-person and broadcast via ZOOM teleconference).  

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA:  

Kurt Schulze moved to approve the agenda as presented. Jon Ward supported the motion.  

Motion carried by unanimous voice vote.  

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES:   

1) 02/09/2021 Regular Meeting & Public Hearing Minutes:  

Kurt Schulze moved to approve the 02/09/2021 Regular Meeting & Public Hearing Minutes as 

presented.  Perry Green supported the motion.  Motion carried by unanimous voice vote. 

2) 03/09/2021 Regular Meeting Minutes:  

Kurt Schulze moved to approve the 03/09/2021 Regular Meeting & Public Hearing Minutes as 

presented.  Perry Green supported the motion.  Motion carried by unanimous voice vote. 

OLD BUSINESS #1:  Lake Urban Crossing Preliminary PUD Plan  

Chairman Stickel indicated that the Planning Commission has received preliminary site plan 

drawings as well as the Planner review based on the drawings and application documents.  He 

asked the applicant in attendance if he would like to provide the Planning Commission with a 

summary of the request.  Wilson Lahoud (applicant) and Rade Beslac (agent for applicant) 

described the latest plans that were submitted and summarized the request.  Chairman Stickel 

brought up the revised parallel plan drawing on the overhead display screens.  The planning 

Commission discussed the latest parallel plan drawing with the applicants.  Chairman Stickel 

noted that the latest version of the parallel plan has been revised to reduce the number of units 



 

 

and overall density of the proposed development.  Kurt Schulze asked Zach Michels if he had an 

opportunity to review the latest parallel plan.  Zach Michels indicated that he has not had a 

chance to thoroughly review the latest version.  Zach Michels described the purpose of a parallel 

plan for preliminary PUD applications for clarification.  The Planning Commission briefly 

discussed parallel plan standards with Zach Michels and Ross Nicholson.   

Chairman Stickel asked Zach Michels to read through the review he had prepared for the 

application.  Zach Michels read through his review letter dated 03/04/2021.  He noted that the 

review letter does not address the latest revised parallel plan that was submitted shortly before 

the meeting.  The letter compared the application documents and plans with the Zoning 

Ordinance standards for preliminary PUD applications.  The Planning Commission briefly 

discussed the application and the review letter with Zach Michels.  The Planning Commission 

discussed the maximum allowable development density based on the parallel plan and site-

specific features.  The Planning Commission briefly discussed the parallel plan standards and 

content of the review letter with the applicants.  Zach Michels indicated that he would like to 

review the latest parallel plan in-depth prior to providing the Planning Commission with 

recommendations regarding the maximum allowable development density via a revised review 

letter.  He suggested that the applicants should work on better describing the items that would 

allow for density bonuses so that the Planning Commission may determine whether they find 

them to be sufficient to allow for the density bonuses described in Article 11 of the Zoning 

Ordinance.   

The Planning Commission and Zach Michels briefly discussed the preliminary PUD procedure 

with the applicants.  The Planning Commission determined that they would need to wait until 

Zach Michels has a chance to thoroughly review the latest parallel plan before continuing 

discussion on the proposed development density.  The Planning Commission provided rough 

direction to the applicants.   

Kim Francalossi (Township resident) asked if she could make a public comment on the 

application.  Chairman Stickel granted permission.  She indicated that she had concerns 

regarding the potential traffic increase along White Lake Road that could occur if the proposed 

PUD development is approved.  She also expressed concerns over the current posted speed limit 

along that portion of White Lake Road.  Jon Ward recommended that she contact the Livingston 

County Road Commission (LCRC) regarding the speed limit. 

Scott Dietrich (Township resident) stated that he also lives along White Lake Road in the area.  

He stated that he had previously tried to petition the LCRC to perform a traffic study on the 

speed limit.  Jon Ward indicated that if the LCRC performs a study to determine a safe speed 

limit on a particular section of roadway, it would not guarantee that the end result would be a 

reduction in the speed limit.  He stated that, depending on the findings of the study, the LCRC 

may determine that the speed limit may be lowered or raised. 

The item was closed.  No action was taken.   

 



 

 

NEW BUSINESS #1: Salomonson Recreational Facility Special Land Use 

Chairman Stickel introduced the topic and suggested that the applicant in attendance provide a 

summary of the request.  Candice Salomonson (applicant) provided a summary of the request.  

Chairman Stickel brought up the site plan and application documents on the overhead display 

screens.  Candice Salomonson indicated that she would like to utilize the existing barn on the 

property for weddings, community events, farm markets, etc...  She stated that she does not want 

the proposed operation to be exclusively commercial in nature and would like to do everything 

possible to ensure any use of the property would be harmonious with the existing rural 

residential and agricultural character of the area.  Charles Buttman (agent for the applicant) 

spoke to his experience in architecture and local zoning.  He stated that zoning regulations are 

intended to represent local community values.  He stated that the Tyrone Township zoning 

regulations are deficient when it comes to considering nonconforming agricultural structures 

such as the barn located on the Salomonson property.  He stated that considering the application 

could be used as an opportunity for the Township to consider improving zoning regulation to 

better meet the needs and character of the community.  He cited examples from the Zoning 

Ordinance of regulations pertaining to nonconforming structures.  He indicated that this type of 

zoning regulation is common in the local area but indicated that it does not mean that they are 

best suited for rural residential and agricultural areas.  He cited examples of zoning regulations in 

older more historic areas such as New England, stating that they generally hold preservation and 

restoration of nonconforming/historic structures to higher standards than most local ordinances, 

inclusive of the Tyrone Township Zoning Ordinance.  He referenced the Master Plan, indicating 

that it calls for preservation of historic and agricultural buildings as part of maintaining the rural 

character of the community.  He encouraged the Planning Commission to work on making 

improvements to the Zoning Ordinance for consistency with the Master Plan and to encourage 

the preservation of historic structures. 

Chairman Stickel asked Zach Michels to read through the review letter he had prepared based on 

the application.  He explained that the review letter was prepared for both preliminary and final 

site plan review so there are a number of items to be addressed.  He indicated that the Planning 

Commission has the authority to waive or modify certain requirements.  He read through the 

review letter.  He noted a number of standards that will either need to be addressed or 

waived/modified by the Planning Commission.   He recommended that the Planning 

Commission discuss the required standards and determine which, if any, they may be 

comfortable with waiving or modifying.   

Chairman Stickel asked the applicant if there were any specific standards noted in the review 

letter which are of significant concern.  Candice Salomonson stated that she is willing to make 

modifications and asked the Planning Commission which standards, if any, they would be 

comfortable with waiving or modifying.  Charles Buttman indicated that the paving requirement 

would be unreasonable and elaborated on the reasons why.  He also indicated that landscaping 

and screening requirements should be modified and elaborated on the reasons why.  The 

Planning Commission discussed parking locations, paving, and landscaping and screening 

requirements with the applicant and agent.  Zach Michels suggested that the applicant should 



 

 

write statements for each of the topics discuss to demonstrate that they meet the criteria for the 

Planning Commission to waive or modify certain requirements.  The Planning Commission 

briefly discussed fire safety measures with the applicant and agent.  The Planning Commission 

suggested that the applicant ensure the information in the use statement is complete and accurate, 

covering all aspects of the proposed operation.  The Planning Commission suggested revising the 

site plan to include the additional information necessary to be considered for final site plan 

review.   

Chairman Stickel opened the floor to receive public comments. 

Scott Dietrich (resident) indicated that he perceives that the Planning Commission has already 

decided that they will approve the application.  He stated that the proposed facility would be 

detrimental to the character of the neighborhood due to increased traffic, noise, and other 

nuisance factors.  He stated that residents in the area would strongly oppose approval of the 

facility.     

Sara Dollman-Jersey (resident) stated that she recently founded a non-profit organization called 

“Residents for Community Preservation”.  She stated that the Planning Commission should 

consider amending the Zoning Ordinance to support preservation of historic buildings.   

Chairman Stickel asked the applicant if she was comfortable with the direction provided by the 

Planning Commission.  Candice Salomonson confirmed that she was. 

No action was taken.               

CALL TO THE PUBLIC:  

Sara Dollman-Jersey asked about the status of an open rezoning application.  Chairman Stickel 

indicated that there have been no updates to the status.   

Scott Dietrich stated that Candice Salomonson has only lived in the Township for two years and 

wants to open a business in a residential area.  He stated that the proposal would generate 

nuisance factors that would impact other properties in the area.  He indicated that he did not feel 

the proposed facility would be suitable in the area it is proposed.  He stated that White Lake 

Road is dangerous.   

A resident (name not provided) asked about the number of residential properties within 

proximity to the proposed recreational facility.  The Planning Commission and members of the 

public briefly discussed. 

A resident (name not provided) asked about the status of the Master Plan Discussion.  Chairman 

Stickel indicated that there was no new news, but that the Township would make every effort 

possible to keep residents updated on the status via the Township email list and website.   

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS #1: Next Workshop Meeting 

 The next workshop meeting was scheduled for June 16th, 2021 at 6:00 pm. 

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Stickel at 9:15 pm. 
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TYRONE TOWNSHIP PLANNING COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING MINUTES DRAFT (KC) 

July 13, 2021  

 

 

PRESENT: Chairman Dan Stickel, Vice-Chairman Kurt Schulze, Commissioners Rich 

Erickson, Jon Ward, and Steve Krause 

OTHERS PRESENT: Tyrone Township Zoning Administrator Ross Nicholson and Planner 

Zach Michels 

ABSENT: Commissioners Bill Wood and Perry Green 

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by Chairman Dan Stickel at 7:00 pm. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: 

CALL TO THE PUBLIC: No comments were received. 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA:  

Commissioner Steve Krause moved to approve the agenda as presented. Vice-Chairman Kurt 

Schulze seconded. The motion carried.  

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES:  None 

OLD BUSINESS:   

1) Lake Urban Crossing Preliminary PUD 

The Planning Commission received a new review from Carlisle Wortman. Chairman Stickel 

asked Zach Michels to go over their review of the parallel plan submitted by the applicant.  

Mr. Michels explained what the Planned Urban Development (PUD) project is.  It’s a tool used 

in planning where it’s understood that it doesn’t necessarily meet all the zoning development 

standards, but those can be modified because there is a recognized substantial benefit from that 

type of project. Some of the requirements are preserved open space, walkways, landscaping. As a 

part of the PUD, the applicant must prepare what is called a parallel plan. The parallel plan is 

how the property could be developed based on the comparable zoning district from the future 

land use map.  There is a discrepancy between what the zoning ordinance says is comparable and 

what the Master Plan says is comparable; this is the reason for the public hearing.  Chairman Dan 

Stickel interjected. He wanted to clarify that the public hearing was not specifically regarding the 

Lake Urban Crossing review, but to correct the zoning text discrepancy that they found 

coincidentally going through this process.   

Mr. Michels continued to explain that the parallel plan is used to determine how many lots can 

be in a PUD and as a basis if an applicant wishes to earn additional lots through doing certain 

additional design requirements. This is the third revision. This report was prepared with the 

presumption that the Planning Commission and Township Board was going to act on the zoning 
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text amendment. The parallel plan is a little different from what they’ve seen. The property is 

going to be in two different zoning districts. The western portion would be in the R-2 single-

family district and the eastern portion would be in the RE – Rural Estate (presuming the text 

amendment is adopted).  All the lots that are prepared as part of the parallel plan should be 

buildable. The new revision shows a house with the appropriate square footage and an attached 

garage.  All the lots in the parallel plan meet the minimum lot area in both the zoning districts. It 

appears it’s likely to meet setbacks and lot coverage, as well.  It appears that all the proposed lots 

on the parallel plan would be buildable.  For access and circulation, the streets aren’t 

dimensioned but appear to be consistent with the township requirements. The right-of-way is big 

enough to put in the streets and sidewalks. No details were provided for stormwater management 

on the parallel plan. It’s not required but something that the Planning Commission feels 

confident could be done.  The understanding is that the wetlands will be used as part of the 

stormwater management system; the water would be pre-treated with bays to get sediment out. 

There would be adequate space in the rights-of-way to do many of those features.  

Landscaping is not shown on the plan; however, it was not required to be. It would be up to the 

Planning Commission to decide if they felt there was enough space to put any required 

landscaping.  

If the Planning Commission believes any of the lots are not buildable, tonight is the time to 

discuss it. The lots don’t need to have all the minimum area on dry land. The ordinance allows to 

use part of the wetlands as part of the lot area, but it does have to be buildable. Tonight would be 

the time to discuss stormwater management.  

After Mr. Michels concluded his review, Chairman Dan Stickel spoke.  He said when 

determining the buildability or suitability of lots he still had some concerns on some of the lots.  

Lots 62, 63, 65, and a few others were very close to the lake.  The setback from lakes is 50-feet 

from the highwater mark.  They wouldn’t meet the required setbacks on some of these and may 

require variances.  

The plan needs to include underground basins for stormwater management. He asked if there 

should be a maintenance agreement in place for those. Mr. Michels stated it would be in the 

Master Deed and written on the site plan, as well.  

Commissioner Rich Erickson agreed with Chairman Dan Stickel’s comments regarding the lots 

needing to meet dimensional and other ordinance standards.  He stated they need to be 

consistent.  

Chairman Dan Stickel went over the recommendations by Mr. Michels. First, the Planning 

Commission should confirm if it is comfortable using the natural features of the boundary. The 

future land use map shows land-use boundaries that are not coterminous with parcels or much of 

anything else.  Mr. Michels briefly spoke on that, as well.  

Chairman Dan Stickel said it would all be considered medium density single-family as opposed 

to the preservation of the natural resources.  The board continued a discussion on the boundaries 

and setbacks.   
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The next item to be discussed is the Planning Commission should determine if any of the 

proposed lots in the parallel plan do not appear to be feasible. The board asked the applicants 

their thoughts on some of the lots such as 62 & 63. The applicant stated they could make some 

changes to the road to help fix those lots.  Ross Nicholson asked if the roads would all be private. 

The applicant confirmed that they would be. Nicholson said that a footnote in the Schedule of 

Regulations allows for the front yard setback on a private road to be reduced to 50-feet which 

would increase the buildable area on some of those lots.  

The board further discussed the ordinances on lot sizes and setbacks. Commissioner Dan Stickel 

said that before they can make any preliminary approval, they’d have to be sure those lots that 

are close to the water are buildable before a public hearing is held.  The lots need to be 

dimensioned from the ordinary high-water mark as well as the setbacks from the road.  They 

can’t give plan approval until they have a public hearing. The applicants should have those 

dimensions on the site plan at the public hearing meeting.  

Vice-Chairman Kurt Schulze motioned to suspend the regular meeting to open the public 

hearing. Commissioner Steve Krause seconded. The motion carried.  

NEW BUSINESS #1:   

Proposed Amendments to Table 11.1 in Article 11 of the Zoning Ordinance 

Chairman Dan Stickel read aloud the public notice. 

Ross Nicholson explained the nature of the ordinance revision.  Chairman Dan Stickel put table 

11.1 from Article 11 – PUDs - on the big screen. At the last regular meeting, a discrepancy was 

noted between table 11.1 and table 20 in the Master Plan. The intent of that table is to identify 

Master Plan designations and then indicate which current zoning districts we have that 

correspond to them.  For the purposes of a PUD, it’s important that we have accurate 

designations and corresponding districts to determine what can be used in determining the 

maximum density for a PUD with the parallel plan.  The amendment will amend the one box 

where it says FR and change it to RE – Rural Estates and EI – Extractive Industry. There are 

other discrepancies and it’s up to the Planning Commission to decide if they want to address and 

correct all discrepancies tonight.  They decided that all of them should be corrected at the 

meeting.  

CALL TO THE PUBLIC:  A few members of the public spoke. 

Vice-Chairman Schulze motioned to close the public hearing portion of the meeting. 

Commissioner Jon Ward seconded. The motion carried.  

The Planning Commission continued with the planner review of Lake Urban Crossings.  Mr. 

Michels talked about stormwater management. There will be two separate drainage systems for 

each phase. The homes will have basements with sump pumps. They continued the discussion 

regarding stormwater management.  

Next for discussion was landscaping. Mr. Michels explained that our ordinance requires some 

landscaping along streets adjacent to other properties. It appears that there is room to add 
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landscaping, maybe as part of an easement. Chairman Dan Stickel stated he felt there could be an 

adequate amount of space along White Lake Road to add vegetation and landscaping.  That 

would satisfy the requirement for landscaping.  There is also room for landscaping in the right-

of-way at the north end, as well.  It was recommended to the applicants that before the public 

hearing they make notes on their parallel plan of these things so the Planning Commission will 

feel comfortable that they’re meeting all the requirements.  

The Planning Commission asked the applicants if they had any questions. They did not have 

questions and stated they would make the requested changes. They will show the building 

envelopes on the lots, as well.  

After the conclusion of their discussion on Lake Urban Development, they re-visited the New 

Business #1: proposed amendments to Table 11.1.  Commissioner Steve Krause motioned to 

approve the table amendments as proposed. The motion carried, all ayes.  

NEW BUSINESS #2: 

Durocher Special Land Use Site Plan Amendment 

Chairman Dan Stickel asked the applicant to explain everything they’re proposing prior to 

hearing the planning review.  

Tim Zimmer, a civil engineer, was there on behalf of Laura and Gerry Durocher who are the 

owners of the property; they are out of town and unable to attend this meeting.  He explained that 

Mr. Durocher runs an underground construction and earthwork business. His property is a 

staging yard, and his main offices are now housed in the trailers on the property which are part of 

the original special land use. Mr. Durocher would like to develop new stages with a new 

permanent construction building somewhere on the site.  He wants to expand as it is a bit 

crowded on the property as it is.  He went over some of the details on the site plan which was 

shown up on the screen.  

Mr. Michels read through his review which is available in its entirety in the meeting packet for 

tonight’s meeting on Tyrone Township’s website. After he read his review, Chairman Dan 

Stickel summarized: The applicant is operating a contractor yard base out of the front half of the 

property and they want to expand their operations and do substantially similar things in the back 

half, just more of it.  They’re growing as a business and want this space to do so.  

Vice-Chairman Kurt Schulze said he felt they needed to determine whether the paving is going 

to be required or not. He felt that according to what Mr. Michels stated they may not be able to 

waive that.  Mr. Michels said that from his research he understands it may be possible to do 

waivers for off-street parking, but this specific use the ordinance says you must have these things 

paved.  Chairman Dan Stickel asked what impact that would have. Would they have to pave the 

whole thing or just certain areas?  Off-street parking and loading areas are where it’s required to 

be paved, so that seems to be a narrow definition. Commissioner Steve Krause asked if the 

original site plan was approved under that same standard.  Commission Jon Ward pointed out 

other surrounding properties that were not required to be paved. Mr. Michels explained that 

typically in off-street parking and loading, in some circumstances the paving can be waived. 
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Where they are finding an issue is in the Outdoor Storage standards which says all driveways, 

loading areas, staging areas, and truck maneuvering areas within the site shall be paved.  If it 

does turn out that the previous waiver was an error, it would be very difficult for the Township to 

go back and require it to be paved now because the applicant has made a good effort to act on 

that previous approval. At worst to the applicant that would apply only to the expansion area.  

Commissioner Steve Krause asked what the benefit would be to paving it all. Maybe dust 

control? Mr. Michels said that his experience with these types of operations with landscaping 

materials, they are not paved.  Heavy trucks coming in and out will tear up the pavement, 

especially if it’s asphalt.  

The board, planner, and applicant continued the discussion on paving the property.  It didn’t 

make sense that they’d have to pave it. It would be throwing away money as they’d be fixing it 

all the time.  The Planning Commission discussed how to get around the part of the ordinance 

requiring paving the property.  

Ross Nicholson said that believes this was a permitted special land use as a similar use, not 

exactly spot on with an open storage yard. It was similar to a permitted special land use but 

considered and outdoor storage and contractor’s office space. He suggested they look at the 

meeting minutes from that original meeting.  

Mr. Michels explained some of the avenues they could take regarding paving the property: One, 

the Planning Commission can say the applicant has to follow the specific standard for this, even 

though it’s not an exact fit; this is what we determined was the closest fit in our zoning 

ordinance.  Another option would be to continue to search for something in our ordinances that 

would allow for them to waive the requirement. A third option would be, if the Planning 

Commission were comfortable with it, would be to include a waiver option similar to the regular 

off-street parking and loading. There could be a zoning ordinance text amendment.  

Commissioner Jon Ward asked about the detention basin and setbacks; Mr. Nicholson stated that 

some of the detention basins could be located within the setbacks. They also discussed whether 

the front yard setback was correct, should be 150’ from the road right-of-way. They determined 

that he was within the correct setbacks.  

They then discussed the gravel driveway and how far back it should go. Also talked about 

whether it should go beyond the setbacks.  Commissioner Steve Krause said he’d like to see the 

setbacks increased to the north side of the property. Mr. Michels said they had the authority to 

increase the setbacks in the case where adjacent residential uses exist.  Chairman Dan Stickel 

asked what authority they have to restrict his ability to pave within the existing setbacks. He said 

he felt there is no way to limit storage in that area. Mr. Nicholson said that vehicular access 

drives can be located within required setbacks. Chairman Dan Stickel said if they allow a 

contiguous gravel area for the whole area it will be reproduced for storage.  Chairman Dan 

Stickel told the applicant they’d like to see the gravel pulled back to the setback line. They don’t 

think it’s very practical for the applicant to say they’re only going to use it for turning and 

maneuvering.  
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He also said they still need to find a way to not require the applicant to pave.  He said he doesn’t 

think they can justify requiring that. Based on his use, it would be impractical.  He asked Mr. 

Michels to find the best way for them to not require this.  He then asked Mr. Nicholson to 

explain the next steps.   

The Planning Commission also discussed extending the driveway a bit, too.  

Mr. Nicholson explained that once the Planning Commission feels they have sufficient 

information, and the plan is complete enough then we can hold a public hearing. Afterward, the 

Planning Commission can make a recommendation. The paving dilemma must be resolved 

before it can be ready for a public hearing.  

Chairman Dan Stickel stated that they must table the application until they have any issues 

resolved.  He said he would like a review from the Township engineer. Mr. Nicholson stated he 

wasn’t sure where in the process this would come in.  It will for sure be required for final 

approval, but it may lie on the Township Board to request it.  

Mr. Michels said the are some cases in the zoning ordinance where the access drives are allowed 

in the front yard; it’s listed as one of the few things that can be within the front yard setback. 

You cannot use a front yard setback for off-street parking except in certain districts.  

Commissioner Rich Erickson asked the applicants to provide detail on the site plan as to where 

they intended to store things in the back, especially regarding the required setbacks.  

CALL TO THE PUBLIC: A few members of the public expressed some concerns and opinions 

on the applications being reviewed.  

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Dan Stickel at 9:30 pm. 
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Preliminary Site Plan/Planned Unit Development Review 

for 

Tyrone Township, Michigan 
 

PETITION INTRODUCTION 
 
Applicant: David McLane, AMAG LLC (agent) 

Owner: Lake Urban Crossings LLC 

Project Name: Lake Urban Crossings 

Plan Date: October 25, 2021 

Request: Review of Preliminary Site Plan/Planned Unit Development 
 
 

PETITION DESCRIPTION 

 
The applicant is requesting review and approval of a preliminary site plan/planned unit development for 
a residential site condominium in 2 phases.  The proposed project calls for 88 single-family houses on a 
site of roughly 158 acres. 
 
Residential planned unit developments may be approved as a special land use at this location.    Because 
the project calls for dividing the properties as a site condominium, site plan approval is also required. 
 
Review and approval takes places in two steps.   
 
The Planning Commission first reviews the preliminary planned unit development and preliminary site 
plan.  The focus of planned unit development review at this time is to determine compliance with criteria 
for planned unit developments, review the parallel plan, determine approved uses, and general approval 
of the design concept.   
 
The focus of reviewing the site plan at this time is to review issues raised in consultant reviews, 
recommend changes for the final site plan, and determine initial compliance with site plan review 
standards.   
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The Planning Commission provides recommendation to the Township Board, which makes the ultimate 
decision. 
 
Preliminary approval allows an applicant to submit a final planned unit development and site plan 
application.  It does not vest any rights for approval of final plans.   
 
Final approval may consider individual phases of a project or the whole project. 
 
Planned unit developments are an optional development tool intended to encourage innovative site plan 
designs that provide a recognizable benefit for the users of the development and the community that 
might not otherwise be possible using conventional zoning.  They allow the Township to modify 
developmental standards, such as setbacks or lot area.  Planned unit developments are not intended as a 
method for avoiding ordinance standards. 
 
For residential planned unit developments requesting more lots than would be allowed with a 
conventional development, a parallel plan showing how the property could be developed according to 
the zoning district consistent with the Future Land Use map must be provided.   
 
This parallel plan is reviewed by the Planning Commission to determine if it would be feasible, and it serves 
as the basis for number of lots allowed in the final planned unit development.  This project is requesting 
additional lots, so a parallel plan is required.  The most recent parallel plan, Sheet P-10, is dated October 
22, 2021.   
 
The purpose of this review is to provide guidance and feedback to the Planning Commission as part of its 
preliminary review.  It summarizes important decisions for the Planning Commission to make and provides 
some potential conditions for preliminary approval.   
 
 

PROPERTY INFORMATION 

 
Address: n/a, Runyan Lake Road, White Lake Road 

Location: 
North side of White Lake Road, east of Runyan Lake Road, south of Hills of 
Tyrone West 

Parcel Number: 04-03-300-001/020, 04-10-100-024/025, 04-10-200-025 

Lot Area: ~158 acres  

Frontage: 
~70 feet along Runyan Lake Road 

~1,835 along White Lake Road 

Existing Land Use: Undeveloped woodlands, wetlands, and water 
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Aerial of the Site 
 

 
 
 

ZONING 

 
The property is currently within the RE Rural Estate district.   
 
The parallel plan should be prepared based on the zoning districts that correspond with the Future Land 
Use Map.   
 
According to Table 11.1, the western portion of the site would be in either the R-1 Single Family Residential 
or R-2 Single Family Residential district.  The eastern portion of the property would be located within the 
RE Rural Estate district.  (The Township Board recently adopted a zoning text amendment to make the 
corresponding districts in Table 11.1 consistent with what is outlined in the Master Plan.) 
 
The intents of those districts are below. 
 

Zoning per Master 
Plan: 

western portion 

R-2 Single Family Residential 
The intent of the R-2 district is the same as in the R-1 district, except that the district is 
intended for areas served with public sewer and water, or locations adjacent to 
urbanizing centers in which public sewer and water is expected in the foreseeable 
future.  In order to preserve natural features and to provide design flexibility in the R-2 
District, cluster development shall be permitted as described in Article 8. 
 

Zoning per Master 
Plan: 

eastern portion 

RE Rural Estate 
The intent of the RE Rural Estate District is to provide a transitional area between the 
FR District and other more intense land utilization districts.  However, the RE District 
will generally maintain the same types of land uses permitted in the FR District.  The 
primary difference between the two districts is that the RE District permits the creation 
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and use of smaller lots than the FR District.  In order to preserve natural features and 
to provide design flexibility in the FR and RE Districts, cluster development shall be 
permitted as described in Article 8. 

 
Current Zoning Map 
 

 
 

Comments:  For planned unit developments, the zoning district in which it is located becomes less 
important for developmental standards (lot area, setbacks, etc) because modified developmental 
standards could be approved for the project.   
 
This project calls for modified standards for lot size, setbacks, and lot coverages.  If approved, these 
modified developmental standards would become the standard for review/approval of future 
improvements within the project. 
 
The underlying zoning district could have an impact on potential uses within the development.  As a 
practical matter, however, most master deeds limit use to single-family residential uses. 
 

 

FUTURE LAND USE MAP  

 
The western portion of the site is located within the Medium Density Single Family Detached Residential 
area.  The eastern portion of the site is located within the Residential/Natural Resources Preservation 
area.   
 
The boundary between these two areas cuts through the property, running roughly north and south from 
an interior property corner.  At previous meetings, the Planning Commission said it was comfortable using 
the northern boundary of Urban Lake to demarcate the boundary, as it is common to use natural features 
as boundaries, and that practice has been used in other areas of the Future Land Use Map. 
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Future Land Use Map 
western portion 

Medium Density Single Family Detached Residential 

This classification is intended to provide a transitional residential density between Low 
and High Density Residential.  Lots will generally range from 0.5 acre to 1.5 acres per 
dwelling unit.  This designation has been applied to land in and around existing 
residential subdivisions and near planned commercial areas.  Medium density 
development should be encouraged to locate near areas that already have the 
infrastructure and amenities to support it. 
  

Future Land Use Map 
eastern portion 

Residential/Natural Resource Preservation 

As noted on the Opportunities and Constraints Map, Tyrone possesses a wealth of 
significant natural resources and features.  These include woodlands, wetlands, 
natural water bodies, and areas with steep slopes and scenic vistas.  The Future Land 
Use Plan’s Residential/Natural Resource Preservation designation is located in areas 
that possess one or more of these significant natural features.  It is intended to allow 
residential development at the very low density of a minimum of 3 acres per dwelling 
unit.  Residential uses will be developed in a planned manner that preserves the 
attractive natural features of Tyrone Township. 

 
Future Land Use Map 
 

  
 
Comments:  The boundary between the Medium-density Single-Family Residential and Residential/Natural 
Resources Preservation areas cuts through the property.   
 
The boundary, as shown in the Future Land Use Map, is different from what was used to prepare the 
parallel plan.  The parallel plan instead uses a boundary that follows the northern shore of Lake Urban.  At 
an earlier meeting, the Planning Commission determined that the use of the natural feature as the 
boundary would be appropriate. 
 

  

Public/ 
Quasi-public 

Residential/ 
Natural Resources 

Preservation 

Medium-density 
Single-family 

Medium-density 
Single-family – 

Lake Side 
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NATURAL RESOURCES 

 
Topography:   Due to the size of the property, there are a variety of topographies present. 
 
Waterbodies:   A significant portion of the site consists of Lake Urban.  Additionally, Denton Creek 

flows through the site, connecting Lake Urban and Runyan Lake. 
 
Wetlands:   There are significant wetland areas within the site that are adjacent and connected 

to Denton Creek and Lake Urban. 
 
Woodland:   A significant portion of the site that is not a waterbody is currently woodlands.   
 
Soils:   The site has a variety of soils, ranging from loamy sands to clay loam to muck. 
 
Comments:  Both the parallel plan and proposed planned unit development plan require some filling of 
identified wetland areas.  Because the wetlands on the site are considered state-regulated wetlands, filling 
would require issuance of permits from the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and 
Energy. 
 
Soils on some lots may require greater engineering for construction of structures, such as helical piers.  
Review of construction details is typically done during zoning/building permit review. 
 
 

AREA, WIDTH, HEIGHT, & SETBACKS 

 
Residential developments must be planned to meet the developmental standards for the zoning district 
in which it is located.   
 
For planned unit developments, however, an applicant can propose modifications from developmental 
standards.  If approved, those modified developmental standards would become the developmental 
standards for the project 
 
The standards for the current zoning district, the zoning districts corresponding with the Future Land Use 
Map, and the proposed standards for the planned unit development are outlined below.   
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Developmental Standards 
 

 
RE Rural 

Estate 
current 

R-2 Single Family 
western portion 
per Master Plan 

RE Rural Estate 
eastern portion 
per Master Plan 

Proposed 
PUD 

Complies 

Lot Area (min) 1.75 acres 21,780 sf 1.75 acres 

21,870 sf 
(phase 1) 
18,000 sf 
(phase 2) 

Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  21,794 sf 1.75 acres  Yes 

Lot Width (min) 200 feet 110 feet 200 feet 90 feet Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  110 feet 200 feet  Yes 

Lot Coverage 
(max) 

25 percent 30 percent 25 percent 35 percent Likely 

Setbacks      

Front  100 feet 50 feet  50/100 feet 35/50 feet Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  50 feet 50/100 feet  Yes 

Side 20 feet 15 feet 20 feet 15 feet Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  15 feet 20 feet  Yes 

Rear 75 feet 35 feet 75 feet 35 feet Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  35 feet 75 feet  Yes 

Natural Features 50 feet 50 feet 50 feet 50 feet Yes 

Parallel Plan ->  50 feet 50 feet  Yes 

 
Comments:  The proposed lots in the parallel appear to meet, or could with some minor adjustments, the 
developmental standards for the R-2 Single Family Residential district in the northwestern portion of the 
site and the RE Rural Estate district in the southeastern portion of the site.  
 
The proposed lots in the planned unit development appear to be consistent with the proposed 
developmental standards for the planned unit development.  Lot coverage on individual lots would be 
reviewed as part of zoning permit review. 
 
 

ACCESS & CIRCULATION 

 
The parallel plan shows 1 access point from Runyan Lake Road to the west for the western/northern 
portion of the development and 1 access point from White Lake Road to the south for the 
eastern/southern portion of the development.  Additionally, 2 lots would have direct access from White 
Lake Road. 
 
The proposed planned unit development would have access from Runyan Lake Road to the west and from 
White Lake Road from the south.  The Runyan Lake Road access will serve the northern/western portion 
with 42 lots.  The White Lake access will serve the southern/eastern portion with 44 lots.  Two lots will 
have direct access from White Lake Road with a shared driveway. 
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As noted in §11.02(E) Access, planned unit developments “shall be located so that it can be accessed from 
a paved County primary road able to safely serve the proposed development without adverse impact on 
the community.”   
 
While it has been offered that the above standard requires planned unit developments to only have direct 
access from a paved county primary road, the plain language used here and the language used in other 
sections of the Zoning Ordinance offer different guidance.   
 
The definition section states that “shall” is always mandatory and not discretionary.  “Can” is not defined 
in the ordinance, but its common meaning is “to be able to” or “to be permitted to.”  Based on the plain 
language, a planned unit development must be located so it is able to have access from a paved county 
road. 
 
Developmental standards for other uses provide different guidance.  For example, cemeteries and open 
storage yard must have “direct access” to certain types of roads.  Churches, colleges, golf courses, and 
contractors limited storage have some variation of “all access shall be directly to” certain types of roads. 
 
It is our interpretation that the location of the proposed planned unit development is consistent with the 
access standard, as it is written in the Zoning Ordinance.  
 
The access point for each phase has a boulevard or partial boulevard and will provide access to more than 
30 but less than 50 dwelling units.  In general, private roads with a single point of access are limited to 30 
dwelling units.  Boulevard entrances have previously been considered as providing multiple access points.  
Additionally, planned unit developments may have up to 50 dwelling units with a single access point. 
 
Based on the number of proposed units and likely trip generation, a traffic impact statement, as described 
in Table 23.1 Requirements for Various Types of Traffic Impact Studies, will be required as part of final 
approval.  Some basic information has been provided by the applicant by email.   
 
The site plan calls for the internal roads to be public roads, dedicated to the Livingston County Road 
Commission.  It appears that the proposed internal roads are generally consistent with the design 
standards, but we defer further comment to the Township Engineer. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  1) We recommend the cul-de-sacs should be reconfigured so the center area is 
landscaped rather than paved.  2) The eastern end of Valencia will likely need to be reconfigured to provide 
a large-vehicle turnaround.  3) Before final site plan application, the applicant should secure the necessary 
permits from the Livingston County Road Commission.  4) Approval of the access and circulation by the 
Township Engineer and Fire Inspector. 
 
 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES 

 
The proposed planned unit development will be served by public sanitary sewer.   
 
Except where otherwise noted, the utilities will generally be buried within the street rights-of-way.  
Potential locations for above ground utility boxes are not shown at this time. 
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It is our understanding that the site has enough sewer taps available and that there would be adequate 
capacity to provide sewer service for the proposed number of lots. 
 
The preliminary plan shows the approximate location of stormwater management improvements.  In 
general, stormwater will be pretreated in a detention basin or other structure to remove sediment and 
pollutants and to mange flow rate before discharge into onsite wetlands. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  1) The applicant should provide confirmation of capacity as part of final site plan 
submission.  2) The applicant should provide information about required permits from Livingston County 
and the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy at final site plan submission.  3) 
Calculations and details for stormwater management should be included in the final site plan.  4) The 
applicant should consult with the Post Master to determine if shared mailboxes will be required and include 
locations and details in the final site plan. 
 

 

LANDSCAPING & SCREENING 

 
A landscaping plan is included on Sheet P-6. 
 
It calls for planting 4 species of trees, including Austrian pine, blue spruce, American sweetgum, and black 
maple.  Roughly 34 trees will be planted along White Lake Road, 43 trees along the northern lot line of 
the northern/western portion, and 16 along adjacent residential properties to the southwest. 
 
We recommend that the applicant consider some changes to or additions to the proposed species, which 
could be included in the final site plan.  Blue spruce are susceptible to disease.  Other trees may be better 
suited for areas with wet soils, such as Douglas fir, balsam fir, and red maple. 
 
Calculations used to determine the number of trees and description of location for specific trees are not 
included at this time, but preliminary site plan is intended to review if there is space available for 
landscaping with details tended to at final site plan. 
 
The location of some of the proposed trees may have to be adjusted to accommodate clear-vision areas 
at the intersections and the shared private driveway for lots 87 and 88.  
 
Items to be Addressed:  1) Applicant should consider changes or additions to proposed tree species.  2)  
Calculations, number of each specie, and identification of trees should be added to the final site plan.  3)  
Clear-vision areas, as defined in §21.39 of the Zoning Ordinance, should be added to the final site plan.   
 

 

LIGHTING 

 
The site plan does not appear to show the location of or any details of any proposed outdoor lighting. 
 
The Township may require street lighting for planned unit developments.  At an earlier meeting, the 
applicant has stated they would be willing to install street lights and the location for street lights are 
shown on Sheet P-2. 
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Items to be Addressed:  1) The Planning Commission should determine if street lights will be required.  2)  
The location and details of existing and proposed outdoor lighting should be added to the final site plan, 
or a note should be added that there will be no exterior lighting. 
 
 

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING & SIGNS 

 
The preliminary site plan does not indicate whether or not there will be any signs near the entrances at 
Runyan Lake or White Lake Road. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  The location and details of any signs should be added to the final site plan, or the 
applicant should confirm that no signs will be added. 
 
 

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
§11.02 General Requirements provides minimum standards that all planned unit developments must 
comply with.  Below is a review of those general requirements.  In some cases, the requirement may have 
its own section of this report. 
 
A. Location.  A PUD may be approved at any location in the Township as a special use as specified in 

Table 11.1 and further subject to review and approval as provided herein. 
 

Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is a special land use at the proposed location. 
 

B. Ownership.  At the time of Preliminary PUD approval, the proposed development shall be under single 
ownership or control such that there is a single person or entity having responsibility for the 
development of the project. This provision shall not prohibit a transfer of ownership or control of 
separate parcels or phases following approval of the Preliminary PUD, however all phases and parcels 
shall continue to be subject to the approved Preliminary PUD plan and all of its terms and conditions.  

 
Comments:  It is our understanding that the proposed planned unit development is under single ownership 
or control at this time.   
 
C. Minimum Area.  The minimum area required for a PUD shall not be less than 20 contiguous acres of 

land…  
 
Comments:  The properties that are a part of the proposed planned unit development are significantly 
greater than 20 acres and are all contiguous. 
 
D. Utilities.  The PUD shall be located at a site that is able to provide adequate water and wastewater 

disposal service to the proposed development without adversely impacting the community and 
surrounding neighbors. 
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Comments:  If lots within the proposed project would be served by individual wells, Livingston County 
Health Department would require several test wells on the site (tests are typically done between 
preliminary and final site plans) and would require permits for each individual well.   
 
The project will be served by a public sanitary sewer system. 
 
E. Access.  The PUD shall be located so that it can be accessed from a paved, County primary road able 

to safely serve the proposed development without adverse impact on the community.  
 
Comments:  As noted in the “Access and Circulation” section of this report, it is our interpretation that the 
location of the proposed planned unit development is consistent with the access standard, as it is written 
in the Zoning Ordinance.  
 
The proposed planned unit development would have access for 42 units from White Lake Road, less than 
the 52 units that would have access in the parallel plan, which is likely to reduce any adverse impacts on 
the use of that road. 
 
A traffic impact statement, required as part of final site plan review, will provide more details about 
anticipated trip generation and distribution.  The Planning Commission could also require a traffic impact 
study as part of preliminary review if it determines such a study is essential for review of the planned unit 
development at this phase. 
 
F. Uses.  The following uses may be permitted in PUDs… 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development will only have single-family residential uses, which is 
a permitted use in the current zoning district and the zoning districts consistent with the Future Land Use 
Map. 
 
G. Residential Density / Parallel Plan.  To assist the Planning Commission in determining the number of 

lots, units, or square footage permitted in a residential PUD or the residential component of a PUD, 
the applicant shall submit a parallel plan (see also Sections 11.04.B and 11.06.A.4) for the 
development.  The parallel plan shall comply with the requirements for a site plan in Section 23.02, 
and shall show how the site could be reasonably developed in compliance with adopted zoning and 
subdivision ordinances and standards.  The parallel plan should be drawn to contain the maximum 
number of lots or dwelling units allowable and reasonable per the dimensional and other Ordinance 
standards and practical engineering limitations that would apply to the site if zoned in accordance 
with the site’s future land use designation (see Table 11.1).  The Planning Commission shall review 
the parallel plan and determine the number of lots or dwelling units that could be constructed (based 
on adopted ordinances and standards, site conditions, engineering, cost and similar factors).  For 
example, parallel plans showing lots with dwellings on extremely steep slopes, in bodies of water, or 
in a right-of-way will have these lots rejected, as they are not reasonable and do not meet ordinance 
requirements.  This number, as recommended by the Planning Commission and approved by the 
Township Board, will be the base number of dwelling units allowable for the residential PUD.  Any 
density bonus (see Section 11.02.H) granted by the Township Board will be applied to this base 
number.  For residential PUDs which do not request a density bonus, the parallel plan requirement 
may be waived, subject to the determination of the Planning Commission. 
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Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is requesting a residential density bonus, so a parallel 
plan is required.   
 
The proposed lots in the parallel plan appear to meet, or could meet with minor adjustments, the 
developmental standards for lots within the corresponding zoning districts.  The parallel plan shows 
building envelopes with attached garage that are larger than the minimum required square footage for 
dwellings. 
 
H. Residential Density Bonus.  The number of units permitted in a residential PUD or the residential 

component of a PUD, as determined from the parallel plan may be increased at the discretion of the 
Planning Commission and the Township Board, in accordance with the following:   
1. Each element listed in Section 11.02.H.2 below, is worth an additional, incremental bonus.  The 

bonus for each element may range from 0% to 5% of the units identified on the parallel plan.  The 
specific amount of the bonus shall depend on the degree to which the PUD has addressed that 
element and the impact the element has in contributing to the objectives sought to be achieved 
by the PUD.  The maximum density increase any development may receive shall be 15% of the 
residential units identified on the parallel plan. 

2. For those residential PUDs eligible to receive a density bonus, the proposed development is 
required to meet or exceed one or more of the requirements of this section of the Ordinance. 
a.  Providing clustered development where a minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the gross land 

area of the development is protected open space. 
b.  Inclusion of a variety of building types, quality architecture, durable materials and superior 

site design. 
c.  Providing frontage transition areas along all public roads that are at least one hundred fifty 

(150) feet in depth with suitable landscaping. 
d.  Providing public amenities such as trails for non-motorized use, children’s playgrounds, picnic 

facilities, or community centers. 
e.  Providing paths, trails, greenways, or other pedestrian and nonmotorized transportation 

facilities, accessible to the public, and connected to or creating a network of trails throughout 
the community. 

f.  Cleanup of site contamination. 
g.  On-site storm water management that relies upon natural systems to the greatest extent 

possible and preserves the quality and integrity of such systems. 
h.  Other similar elements as determined by the Planning Commission. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is requesting a residential density bonus, so a parallel 
plan is required.   
 
Based on comments from the applicant, it is our understanding that they are requesting additional lots for 
items b (superior architecture/design), d (non-motorized trails), and g (stormwater management with 
natural features).   
 
The Planning Commission should determine if it believes the elements are satisfied and, if so, what 
incremental bonus from 0% to 5% the planned unit development qualifies for. 
 
I. Development Standards and Flexibility.  The purpose of this Section is to ensure that PUDs are 

compatible with adjacent properties and the Township.  All development standards of this Ordinance 
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and the requirements of the zoning district corresponding to the site’s future land use designation 
(see Table 11.1) shall be followed in the design of PUDs.  However, modifications to any of these 
standards may be approved as part of a Preliminary PUD plan provided that such modifications are 
determined by the Township Board to be consistent with the purpose and intent of this Article, are 
consistent with sound planning and design, are necessary for the preservation of significant features 
or open space on the site, or are otherwise necessary to result in a higher quality design. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is proposing modification of several district 
standards, as noted in the table below.   
 
Current and Proposed Developmental Standards 

 

 
RE Rural 

Estate 
current 

R-2 Single Family 
western portion 
per Master Plan 

RE Rural Estate 
eastern portion 
per Master Plan 

Proposed 

PUD 

Standards 

Lot Area (min) 1.75 acres 21,780 sf 1.75 acres 

21,870 sf 
(phase 1) 
18,000 sf 
(phase 2) 

Lot Width (min) 200 feet 110 feet 200 feet 90 feet 

Lot Coverage 
(max) 

25 percent 30 percent 25 percent 35 percent 

Front  100 feet 50 feet  50/100 feet 35/50 feet 

Side 20 feet 15 feet 20 feet 15 feet 

Rear 75 feet 35 feet 75 feet 35 feet 

 
The proposed modification of minimum lot area and width would allow for more area to be included within 
open space.  Including wetland areas within common open space areas tends to provide greater protection 
than if wetland areas are within individual lots.  The associated modifications to setbacks and lot coverage 
are likely necessary to develop lots with typical dwellings on the proposed lots. 
 
A table should be added to the preliminary plan listing the proposed developmental modifications 
requested as part of the planned unit development, the specific section of the Zoning Ordinance, and the 
reasons and mechanisms used to protect the public health, safety, and welfare in place of the original 
standards. 
 
J. Phasing.  Where a project is proposed for construction in phases, the project shall be so designed that 

each phase, when completed, shall be capable of standing on its own in terms of services and facilities, 
and shall contain the necessary components to ensure protection of natural resources and the health, 
safety, and welfare of the users of the planned unit development and residents of the community.  A 
phase shall not be substantially dependent upon subsequent phases for safe and convenient vehicular 
and pedestrian access. 
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Comments:  As noted in Phasing Schedule and Timeline on Sheet P-1, the project is proposed for 
construction in 2 phases.  Phase 1 would include lots 1-42 and would begin in spring 2022.  Phase 2 would 
begin in spring 2024. 
 
Each phase is generally able to stand on its own.  Some utility improvements to support Phase 2 are located 
within the boundaries of Phase 1 and should be completed while those improvements are being made. 
 
Walking trails within the open spaces of Phase 2 should be completed as part of Phase 1 or a performance 
guarantee adequate to cover costs of construction should be provided to the Township.   
 
K. Open Space.  1. Residential.  PUDs containing a residential component shall provide and maintain 

open space at a minimum of 30 percent of the total land area of the portion of the site that is 
designated for residential use.  However, the Planning Commission may recommend, and the 
Township Board may approve, modifications of the 30 percent requirement if it finds that the site 
characteristics, surrounding natural features, and proposed design features and uses lend themselves 
to different open space area requirements.  For residential uses, open space shall conform to the 
requirements of Section 21.51 of this Ordinance, however up to 50% of the area of storm water basins 
which utilize best management practices to provide for an aesthetic site amenity may be considered 
to be open space, at the discretion of the Planning Commission and Township Board based on review 
of the specific solution. 

 
Comments:  Unfortunately, the Zoning Ordinance does not define “total land area.”  The calculations 
provided by the applicant for 156.54 acres is consistent with the definition for net lot area, excluding rights-
of-way.  Without further guidance from the Zoning Ordinance, this number appears appropriate to use, 
provided that rights-of-way for the adjacent public streets are excluded and the rights-of-way for the 
internal, proposed streets are included. 
 
A minimum of 30% of the total land area must be provided as open space, which would be 46.96 acres.  A 
maximum of 25% (11.74 acres) can come from submerged lands.  A maximum of 35% (16.43 acres) can 
come from wetlands.  The rest of the open space would need to be upland. 
 
The calculations on Sheet P-5 states the open space would include 49.34 acres of submerged land/open 
water, 24.95 acres of state-regulated wetland, and 15.44 acres of upland.  Based on the limitations above, 
the submerged lands and wetlands would be allowed to contribute a maximum of 28.17 acres.  With the 
upland, a total of 43.61 acres of open space would be provided, according to the Zoning Ordinance, roughly 
3.35 acres short of the required open space.  (The calculations on Sheet P-5 incorrectly limit upland to 40% 
of the required open space, but there is no limit on upland contribution.) 
 
It is not clear if the calculations for open space include storm water basins.  This should be noted on the 
site plan. 
 
The Township may approve for non-contiguous open space, as outlined in §11.02(K)(3)f.  The non-
contiguous space would have to be located within Tyrone Township and would have to be protected in 
perpetuity with a recorded instrument.  We are unaware if the applicant has investigated securing open 
space outside of the proposed planned unit development. 
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The Township may modify the 30% open space area requirement if it finds that the site characteristics, 
surrounding natural features, and proposed design features lend themselves to different open space 
requirements.   
 
We recommend the applicant examine securing non-contiguous open space before the Township consider 
reducing the open space area requirement. 
 
L. Emergency Access.  The configuration of buildings, driveways, and other improvements shall permit 

convenient and direct emergency vehicle access.  A PUD in excess of 50 dwelling units and/or 500 
average daily vehicle trips shall, at the discretion of the Township Board, provide at a minimum of two 
points of ingress and egress. 

 
Comments:  The proposed road system would allow direct access to all of the proposed lots.  Sheet P-8 
shows fire apparatus access through most of the site.  It is likely that a turnaround will be required at the 
eastern end of Valencia. 
 
Lots 87 and 88 will have direct access from White Lake through a shared private driveway. 
 
The planned unit development will have more than 50 dwelling units, but no access point will provide 
access for more than 50 dwelling units.  Additionally, the access points for the roads serving each phase 
will have a full or partial boulevard segment. 
 
We defer further comment to the Township Engineer and Fire Inspector. 
 
M. Site Circulation.  The vehicular and pedestrian circulation system within each development shall 

accommodate, where appropriate, the movement of vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians throughout 
the proposed development and to and from surrounding areas in a safe and convenient manner.  
Sidewalks and streets shall be connected into the overall Township network and shall be extended to 
adjacent undeveloped properties to provide future connections.  Any improvements, if necessary, 
shall be at the applicant’s expense.  Private roads shall comply with the standards in Article 24.  PUDs 
must also satisfy the Access Management Standards in Section 21.54.  

 
Comments:  The planned unit development would include a vehicular access system to provide primary 
access to most of the lots.  It appears that the proposed geometry, except as noted otherwise, appears to 
be consistent with the applicable standards and would allow access by fire apparatus (and school buses 
and garbage trucks).  The proposed road system is not designed to connect with adjacent properties, but 
most of the adjacent properties are already developed or connections would be limited due to wetlands or 
water. 
 
The planned unit development would include a separate pedestrian circulation system, with sidewalks 
along the proposed streets and a variety of pathways to and within open space.  There is also a proposed 
pedestrian connection spanning the river that divides the 2 phases. 
 
N. Streets.  All public and private streets within a PUD shall comply with the applicable standards of the 

Livingston County Road Commission and Tyrone Township.  
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Comments:  It appears that the proposed streets within the planned unit development would comply with 
the applicable standards.  We note that a large vehicle turnaround of some type is likely necessary for the 
eastern end of Valencia.   
 
We defer further comment to the Township Engineer and the Livingston County Road Commission. 
 
O. Infrastructure Improvements.  All infrastructure improvements, including roads, water, wastewater, 

storm water drainage, street lights, and street signage, within and adjacent to the PUD and necessary 
to serve the site, shall be provided by the developer as a part of the development of the site.  All such 
infrastructure shall be subject to the approval and meet the requirements of the Fire Department and 
all other agencies with authority.  

 
Comments:  Details and approvals for the various responsible agencies above are typically obtained 
following preliminary approval.  Any final approval should be conditioned on receiving those approvals 
and providing a performance guarantee to ensure installation of any infrastructure improvements. 
 
P. Availability and Capacity of Public Services.  The proposed type and intensity of use shall not exceed 

the existing or planned capacity of existing public services and facilities, including police and fire 
protection, traffic capacity of the public roads, drainage and storm water management facilities, and 
capacity of existing or planned water and sanitary sewer facilities.  The expansion or provision of 
public services shall not create an unreasonable burden on the Township.  Approval of the appropriate 
County agencies, other agencies with authority, Fire Department and the Township Engineer shall be 
required for all facilities necessary for the development.  

 
Comments:  It is our understanding that the proposed single-family residential use and proposed number 
of units would not exceed the existing or planned capacity for public services.  Addition information about 
traffic would be required as part of final site plan approval. 
 
We defer further comment to the applicable agencies. 
 
Q. Utilities.  All utilities except electrical transmission lines constructed or relocated within the site, 

including: electrical service lines, appurtenances and accessories, shall be placed underground.  Any 
utility pad or transformer, where required to be placed above ground because of size or function, shall 
be fully screened or obscured by mature landscaping and/or a decorative masonry wall, or may be 
fully enclosed in a dedicated building constructed consistent with these regulations.  

 
Comments:  The planned unit development calls for burying utilities throughout the project.  Specific 
locations and easements are typically described as part of final site plan review.  It appears that there is 
adequate space for utilities within the proposed rights-of-way and existing easements. 
 
R. Landscaping.  Landscaping, screening and buffering shall be required.  A landscaping plan shall be 

submitted with both the Preliminary and Final PUD plans consistent with the requirements in Article 
21A.  

 
Comments:  A landscaping plan has been submitted as Sheet P-6.  It shows the rough location of proposed 
plantings and the types of trees to be planted.   
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The applicant should consider changes or additions to proposed tree species.  Calculations, number of each 
specie, and identification of trees should be added to the final site plan.  Clear-vision areas, as defined in 
§21.39 of the Zoning Ordinance, should be added to the final site plan 
 
The plan generally demonstrates that it is possible to provide landscaping 
 
S. Parking and Loading.  Parking and loading facilities in a PUD shall comply with the standards in Article 

25.  However, the numerical requirements for parking may be modified, based on evidence that other 
standards would be more reasonable because of the level of current or future employment, the level 
of current or future customer traffic, shared parking by uses that have peak parking demands that do 
not overlap, and other considerations.  A decision to reduce the number of parking spaces shall be 
based on technical information provided by a qualified planning, parking or traffic consultant, that 
verifies that the reduction will not impair the functioning of the developments served, or have an 
adverse impact on traffic flow on or adjacent to the development. 

 
Comments:  Parking for the proposed single-family houses would be provided on each lot, on the driveways 
or within the garages. 
 
T. Conditions of Construction.  The hours of construction activity shall be stated on the PUD plan and 

shall be determined based on the scale and schedule of construction, and proximity to and type of 
adjacent developments.  Noise, dust, odors, traffic and other impacts of construction of the PUD shall 
be limited so as to not create negative impacts for the Township or surrounding area.  The applicant 
shall present a plan for review that includes specific measures to ensure that construction operations 
do not create nuisance conditions.  The Township Board may place reasonable limitations on hours 
and other construction activities to prevent potential negative impacts. 

 
Comments:  Hours of construction and nuisance mitigation measures should be added to the final site 
plan. 
 
 

PARALLEL PLAN REVIEW 

 
The Parallel Plan review process, noted below, is outlined in §11.02(G) Residential Density/Parallel Plan. 
 

To assist the Planning Commission in determining the number of lots, units, or square footage 
permitted in a residential PUD or the residential component of a PUD, the applicant shall submit 
a parallel plan (see also Sections 11.04.B and 11.06.A.4) for the development.  The parallel plan 
shall comply with the requirements for a site plan in Section 23.02, and shall show how the site 
could be reasonably developed in compliance with adopted zoning and subdivision ordinances 
and standards.  The parallel plan should be drawn to contain the maximum number of lots or 
dwelling units allowable and reasonable per the dimensional and other Ordinance standards and 
practical engineering limitations that would apply to the site if zoned in accordance with the site’s 
future land use designation (see Table 11.1).  
 
The Planning Commission shall review the parallel plan and determine the number of lots or 
dwelling units that could be constructed (based on adopted ordinances and standards, site 
conditions, engineering, cost and similar factors).  For example, parallel plans showing lots with 
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dwellings on extremely steep slopes, in bodies of water, or in a right-of-way will have these lots 
rejected, as they are not reasonable and do not meet ordinance requirements.  This number, as 
recommended by the Planning Commission and approved by the Township Board, will be the base 
number of dwelling units allowable for the residential PUD.  Any density bonus (see Section 
11.02.H) granted by the Township Board will be applied to this base number.  For residential PUDs 
which do not request a density bonus, the parallel plan requirement may be waived, subject to 
the determination of the Planning Commission. 

 
Comments:  The proposed residential planned unit development would include additional lots, so review 
and approval of a parallel plan is required.  A parallel plan, dated October 22, 2021, is included as Sheet P-
10. 
 
The parallel plan shows lots that could be developed using the standards for the zoning districts that are 
consistent with the Future Land Use Map. 
 
This parallel plan includes building footprints, showing the potential location for houses on each of the 
lots.   
 
The lots appear to be generally feasible or could be feasible with minor adjustments; none of the lots call 
for dwellings on extremely steep slopes, in bodies of water, or within rights-of-way.  
 
 It appears that all of the lots would meet the lot area and width standards.  The proposed house locations 
appear to meet the setback standards, and it appears that the lot coverage standards would be met. 
 
 

APPLICABLE DECISION CRITERIA 
 
The proposed planned unit development requires site plan, special land use, and planned unit 
development review.  The decision criteria for those approvals are examined below. 
 
Standards for site plan review are outlined in §23.03 Standards for Site Plan Review, and a description of 
information that must be included in a site plan is outlined in §23.02 Site Plan Information.  Comments 
addressing these standards are included throughout this report and below. 
 
A. Required Information.  That all required information has been provided. 
 
Comments:  The site plan is generally complete for preliminary review, except as otherwise noted, or may 
be eligible for waivers.  At this time the applicant has submitted elements of but not a completed impact 
statement, as outlined in §23.04 Requirements for Impact Statement.  At this time, the applicant has 
submitted elements of but not a complete traffic impact statement, as outlined in §23.05 Traffic Impact. 
 
The plans are drawn at a scale of 1” = 150’.  Any scale greater than 1” = 100’ requires Planning Commission 
waiver upon determination that the requirement is clearly unnecessary for substantial review. 
 
B. Zoning District Conformity.  That the proposed development conforms to all regulations of the zoning 

district in which it is located. 
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Comments:  The proposed planned unit development appears to conform with the regulations for the RE 
Rural Estate district or with modifications proposed as part of the planned unit development. 
 
C. Legal Applicant.  That the applicant may legally apply for site plan review, including authorization from 

the owner. 
 
Comments:  To the best of our knowledge, the applicant is legally authorized to apply for site plan review. 
 
D. Infrastructure.  That the plan meets the specifications of Tyrone Township for fire and police 

protection, water supply, sewage disposal or treatment, storm drainage, and other public facilities 
and services, and has been approved by the Township’s designated Fire Marshal and/or professional 
consultants where appropriate. 

 
Comments:  It is our understanding that full review by the listed agencies has not been completed at this 
time.  Typically, these reviews are completed between preliminary and final review or as a condition of 
final approval. 
 
E. Suitable Soils.  That soils not suited to development will be protected or altered in an acceptable 

manner. 
 
Comments:  The soils that are less suitable for development are generally located within open spaces and 
will not be developed. 
 
F. Soil Erosion.  That the proposed development will not cause soil erosion or sedimentation problems. 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development does not appear likely to cause soil erosion or 
sedimentation problems following construction.  During construction, soil erosion and sedimentation 
control measures will be required to prevent erosion and sedimentation. 
 
G. Floodplains.  That the proposed development properly respects floodways and/or floodplains on or 

in the vicinity of the subject property. 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is not located within a floodway or floodplain.  
However, the open water will be located within open space with limited development in the immediate 
vicinity. 
 
H. Drainage.  That the drainage plan for the proposed development is adequate to handle anticipated 

storm water runoff and will not cause runoff onto neighboring property or overloading of water 
courses in the area. 

 
Comments:  The preliminary site plan shows the location for some stormwater management 
improvements, including swales and detention basins.  Calculations for sizing of these improvements is 
typically included as part of final site plan review.  The stormwater will eventually be discharged into 
wetland areas and then flow downstream.  Typically, discharge permits require stormwater management 
to discharge at the same rate as before the property was developed. 
 
We defer additional comment to the Township Engineer. 
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I. Coordinated Improvements.  That the proposed development is coordinated with improvements 
serving the subject property and with the other development in the general vicinity. 

 
Comments:  We are not aware of any improvements in the general vicinity that would require coordination 
with the proposed planned unit development. 
 
J. Site Lighting.  That outside lighting will not adversely affect adjacent or neighboring properties or 

traffic on adjacent streets (see Section 21.37) and that adequate lighting will be provided as 
determined appropriate by the Planning Commission upon the advice of the Township expert to 
protect the public health, safety and welfare. 

 
Comments:  The preliminary site plan includes interior street lighting.  Specific details of the lighting and 
a photometric plan have not been provided at this time.  The proposed locations are not likely to cause 
significant negative impact on adjacent properties or streets, as they will be screened by structures and 
landscaping.  Additional information should be provided as part of final site plan review. 
 
K. Garbage and Refuse.  That outdoor storage of garbage and refuse is contained, screened from view, 

and located so as not to be a nuisance to the subject property or neighboring properties. 
 
Comments:  It is our understanding that garbage would be stored and collected using individual bins, 
typical for residential developments. 
 
L. Grading or Filling.  That grading or filling will not destroy the character of the property or the 

surrounding area and will not adversely affect the adjacent or neighboring properties. 
 
Comments:  The preliminary plan for the proposed planned unit development shows the limits of disturbed 
areas on Sheet P-7.  This area will include some grading and filling adjacent to neighboring properties, but 
it is not clear that the proposed work would create a negative impact. 
 
We defer further comment to the Township Engineer. 
 
M. Traffic.  That vehicular and pedestrian traffic within the site as well as to and from the site is both 

convenient and safe and includes berms, barriers, and sidewalks necessary to protect adjacent 
property from vehicle lights. 

 
Comments:  The applicant has not provided a complete traffic impact statement at this time, but the 
proposed planned unit development is likely to provide a better distribution of traffic than a conventional 
development.  Internally, the site provides streets and vehicular circulation that appears to be convenient 
and safe.  Because adjacent dwellings are not currently shown on the preliminary site plan, it is difficult to 
determine if any additional screening might be necessary to protect them from vehicle lights. 
 
We defer further comment to the Township Engineer and Livingston County Road Commission. 
 
N. Parking.  That parking layout will not adversely affect the flow of traffic within the site or to and from 

the adjacent streets and adjacent properties. 
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Comments:  The proposed planned unit development does not include any parking areas, beyond 
residential driveways. 
 
O. Governmental Agencies.  That the plan meets the standards of other government agencies, where 

applicable, and that the approval of these agencies has been obtained or is assured. 
 
Comments:  The applicant has provided a review from the Livingston County Road Commission.  We are 
not aware of other reviews or approvals from other agencies.  Typically, these reviews are completed 
between preliminary and final review or as a condition of final approval. 
 
P. Public Streets.  That the plan provides for the proper expansion of existing public streets serving the 

site, where applicable. 
 
Comments:  We are unaware of requirements for expansion of existing public streets and defer further 
comment to the Livingston County Road Commission.  
 
Q. Phased Development.  That all phased developments are ordered in a logical sequence so that any 

individual phase will not depend in any way upon a subsequent phase for adequate access, public 
utility services, drainage or erosion control. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development will take place in 2 phases.  Phase 1 does not appear 
to require any improvements from Phase 2 in order to function; there are some improvements to open 
space that are shown in Phase 2 that should be completed as part of Phase 1 or a performance guarantee 
should be provided. 
 
R. Landscaping.  The Planning Commission and/or Township Board may further require landscaping, 

fences and walls in pursuance of these objectives and shall be provided and maintained in accord with 
any use to which they are appurtenant. 

 
Comments:  The preliminary site plan shows potential landscaping that appears to be generally consistent 
with the Zoning Ordinance standards.  Notes for improvements to the landscaping are included in the 
“Landscaping & Screening” section of this report. 
 
S. Screening.  The Planning Commission shall have some latitude in specifying the walls, fences, 

greenbelts as they apply to a phased development if the particular phase of development and 
construction work is far enough removed from adjacent properties to afford the screening, etc., as 
otherwise required. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit includes screening along White Lake Road and along adjacent 
residential properties where lots are proposed.   The Planning Commission should provide guidance to the 
applicant if alternative screening is desired. 
 
T. Sound Planning.  The proposed site plan must be in accord with the spirit and purpose of this 

ordinance and not be inconsistent with or contrary to the objectives sought to be accomplished by 
this ordinance and principles of sound planning. 
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Comments:  The proposed planned unit development is located on a challenging property.    It appears to 
preserve greater natural areas than a conventional development would and provides greater pedestrian 
circulation than a typical development.  It would provide a better distribution of traffic between the 
adjacent streets and would support connection with a sanitary sewer system.  Ideally, it would include 
vehicular and pedestrian connections with adjacent properties and developments and a greater variety of 
housing options, but the surrounding properties are already developed and the Zoning Ordinance does not 
require a mix of housing options. 
 
U. Developmental Impacts.  Plans shall provide sufficient information, text, detail and/or other 

assurances necessary to satisfy the Planning Commission and Township Board that areas required to 
be protected from the impacts of the development (such as topsoil, trees, and other natural features) 
have been properly designated on the plans, and that these areas have been properly protected, in 
accordance with Section 21.A.8 before commencement of any building, operations, or development. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development includes areas that would be preserved in their 
natural state or with little disturbance.  Sheet P-7 shows the limits of disturbed areas. 
 
V. Natural Watercourses.  The development will not substantially reduce the natural retention storage 

capacity of any watercourse, thereby increasing the magnitude and volume of flood at other locations. 
 
Comments:  It does not appear that the proposed planned unit development will substantially reduce the 
natural retention storage capacity of a watercourse because the watercourse and adjacent wetlands are 
generally located within open space and will generally be preserved in their natural state. 
 
We defer further comment to the Township Engineer. 
 
W. Conditions for Excavation.  The soil and subsoil conditions are suitable for excavation and site 

preparation and the drainage is designed to prevent erosion and environmentally deleterious surface 
runoff. 

 
Comments:  We defer comment to the Township Engineer. 
 
X. Natural Features.  The development will not detrimentally affect or destroy natural features such as 

ponds, streams, wetland, hillsides or wooded areas, but will preserve and incorporate such features 
into the development's site design. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development will preserve significant areas of water, wetland, and 
woodlands.  Areas proposed for streets and other infrastructure and for individual lots are likely to have 
trees removed and some grading. 
 
Y. Site Topography.  The location of natural features and the characteristics of site topography have been 

considered in the designing and siting of all physical improvements. 
 
Comments:  The design of the planned unit development and limits of individual lots appears to consider 
the natural features on the site. 
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Z. Current Standards.  That if the site has existing improvements, all site conditions have been brought 
up to the current standards of this ordinance. 

 
Comments:  There are no existing improvements on the site.  This standard does not apply. 
 

 
The general review standards for special land uses are outlined in §22.04 General Review Standards for 
All Special Land Uses and are included below.  Comments addressing these standards are included 
throughout this report and below. 
 
Special land uses require an applicant to submit a statement of use, as outlined in §22.02(B)(2) Statement 
of Use.  To the best of our knowledge, such a statement has not be provided at this time. 
 
Comments:  The applicant should provide a statement of use, consistent with §22.02(B)(2) Statement of 
use. 
 
A. Master Plan.  The special land use will be consistent with the goals, objectives, and future land use 

plan described in the Township's Master Plan. 
 
Comments:  The Future Land Use Map calls residential dwellings in this area with lots sizes ranging 
between half an acre and 3 acres.  The Master Plan calls for cluster-style developments in these areas. 
 
The proposed planned unit development would preserve more natural features than a conventional 
development and would allow more lots within an area served by sanitary sewer.   
 
B. Zoning District.  The special land use will be consistent with the stated intent of the zoning district. 
 
Comments:  The proposed use planned unit development is a special land use in the Planned Commercial 
Industrial district. 
 
C. Neighborhood Compatibility.  The special land use will be designed, constructed, operated and 

maintained to be compatible with, and not significantly alter, the existing or intended character of 
the general vicinity in consideration of environmental impacts, views, aesthetics, noise, vibration, 
glare, air quality, drainage, traffic, property values or similar impacts. 

 
Comments:  The proposed residential planned unit development appears to be generally consistent with 
the surrounding residential developments.  It would have smaller setbacks for individual lots, but it would 
have a larger area of the site preserved in a natural state.  
 
D. Environment.  The special land use will not significantly impact the natural environment. 

 
Comments:  The development of any property from a natural state to a developed state will have an impact 
on the natural environment.  The extensive wetland areas within the open space are more likely to be 
protected than they would be within individual lots and are likely to provide better stormwater 
management. 
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E. Public Services.  The special land use can be served adequately by public facilities and services such as 
police and fire protection, drainage structures, water and sewage facilities, refuse disposal and 
schools. 

 
Comments:  It appears that the proposed planned unit development should adequately be served by public 
facilities and services.  Additional information would be provided and reviewed as part of final site plan 
review. 
 
We defer additional comment to the applicable public facility and service agencies. 
 
F. Traffic.  The proposed use shall be of a nature that will make vehicular and pedestrian traffic no more 

hazardous than is normal for the district involved, taking into consideration the following… 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development appears likely provide better vehicular circulation on 
the adjacent streets than a conventional plan because it would reduce the number of lots accessing Runyan 
Lake and increase the number of lots accessing White Lake.  Additional information would be available as 
part of a traffic impact statement. 
 
The proposed planned unit development would include an extensive internal pedestrian circulation system, 
with more sidewalks and trailways than other residential developments in the area. 
 
G. Additional Development.  The proposed use shall be such that the location and height of buildings or 

structures, and the location, nature and height of walls, fences, and landscaping will not interfere with 
or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or unreasonably 
affect their value. 

 
Comments:  It does not appear that the proposed planned unit development would interfere with the 
development or use of adjacent properties.  While the loss of completely natural area may affect the value 
of adjacent properties, it is not clear that the proposed planned unit development would unreasonably 
affect the value beyond a conventional development at this site.   
 
H. Health, Safety and Welfare.  The proposed use shall be designed, located, planned, and operated to 

protect the public health, safety, and welfare. 
 
Comments:  If the Planning Commission determines that the proposed planned unit development is 
consistent with the standards in the Zoning Ordinance or qualifies for modifications or waivers, it should 
not create a negative impact on public health, safety, or welfare. 
 

 
Standards for planned unit development review are outlined in §11.08 Standards for PUD Approval and 
are included below.  Comments addressing these standards are included throughout this report and 
below. 
 
A. Documentation is complete, unless a requirement is specifically waived by the Township Board. 

 
Comments:  Documentation for preliminary review appears to be generally complete for preliminary 
review, except as otherwise noted, or may be eligible for waivers. 
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B. Satisfies the standards of this article. 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development appears to generally meet the standards of the 
Planned Unit Development Article, except where otherwise noted, or may be eligible for waivers.  The 
largest question is related to open space. 
 
C. Satisfies the standards and requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, including site plan requirements, 

unless specifically noted modifications have been granted. 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development appears to meet the standards of the Zoning 
Ordinance, if noted modifications and waivers have been granted by the Planning Commission and 
Township Board. 
 
D. Satisfies the goals and objectives of the Master Plan. 
 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development appears to preserve more natural features than a 
conventional development, provide more pedestrian circulation, and would locate more dwellings in an 
area served by public services (sanitary sewer). 
 
E. Does not adversely affect and is compatible with adjacent property areas. 
 
Comments:  The proposed single-family dwelling use of the planned unit development appears to be 
consistent with the surrounding developed areas, which are primarily single-family dwellings. 
 
F. Does not result in a significant increase in demand for public services or facilities when compared to 

the development that would otherwise be permitted in that district, unless the proposal contains an 
acceptable plan for providing necessary services. 

 
Comments:  The proposed planned unit development would result in 11 more lots that appear likely 
reasonable as part of an otherwise permitted development.  It does not appear likely that the additional 
11 single-family houses would result in a significant increase in demand for public services or facilities. 
 
G. Protects the natural environment as well or better than conventional development could have at the 

same location. 
 
Comments:  It appears that the proposed planned unit development is more likely to protect and preserve 
natural features on the site than a conventional development.  A significant portion of the wetlands will 
be located within common open space instead of within individual lots. 
 
H. Establishes a safe and efficient circulation system that is integrated into the existing and potential 

future road network, provides for the pedestrian, and minimizes impacts of parking, loading, and 
access areas. 

 
Comments:  The proposed circulation system reduces the number of access points, and the planned unit 
development would allow for fewer lots accessing Runyan Lake Road than a conventional development.  
Ideally, the road system would have a connection between the 2 phases and to adjacent developments, 
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but a connection would require extensive improvements within wetland areas and the adjacent properties 
do not provide ready access. 
 
I. Creates coordinated, visually appealing development by emphasizing the relationship between 

building form, signage, landscaping, and the overall theme of the development. 
 
Comments:  It is difficult to provide guidance on this review standard.  The applicant has provided 
renderings for proposed architecture and general landscaping information, but no information is provided 
about signage or “overall theme.” 
 
 

SUMMARY & COMMENTS 

 
The applicant is requesting preliminary approval at this time.  The purpose of preliminary approval is to 
determine if the project is generally consistent with the Zoning Ordinance.  Preliminary approval grants 
the applicant the ability to submit an application for final site plan approval; it does not create any vested 
rights in final approval. 
 
The application is generally complete, but there is some information that has not been fully provided at 
this time.  If the Planning Commission determines any missing information is not eligible for waivers or is 
necessary for its preliminary review, it should postpone action and direct the applicant to provide the 
information.  Missing information that the Planning Commission does not determine is necessary for its 
preliminary review could be added to plans submitted for final approval. 
 
The Planning Commission could make a favorable recommendation to the Township Board, with or 
without conditions, if it determines decision criteria and developmental standards are met or would be 
met with conditions. 
 
The Planning Commission could postpone action if it determines there are significant or too many changes 
or conditions that would be necessary to receive a favorable recommendation.  If this is the case, it should 
direct the applicant to prepare revisions based on its review and provide guidance as to what information 
or standards it would be comfortable with waiving. 
 
The Planning Commission could make an unfavorable recommendation to the Township Board if it 
determines decision criteria and developmental standards are not met or could not easily be met with 
changes or conditions.  The application would still be forwarded to the Township Board. 
 

 
The list below includes items that require Planning Commission determinations.  (Although the Planning 
Commission has discussed some of these determinations previously, it is best practice to confirm them at 
time of review.) 
 
1. The Planning Commission should determine if the 1” = 150’ scale is adequate for substantial review 

of the preliminary plan.  
2. The Planning Commission should determine whether or not to waive all or a part the requirement to 

show the location of existing structures within 500 feet of the lot as part preliminary review. 
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3. The Planning Commission should determine if it will require a traffic impact statement, as outlined in 
Table 23.1 Requirements for Various Types of Traffic Impact Studies, as part of preliminary review. 

4. The Planning Commission should determine if a statement of use is necessary for preliminary review. 
5. The Planning Commission should determine if the parallel plan is reasonably feasible. 
6. The Planning Commission should determine if the proposed developmental standard modifications 

are consistent with sound planning and design, are necessary for the preservation of significant 
features or open space on the site or are otherwise necessary to result in a higher-quality design. 

7. The Planning Commission should determine if the criteria for additional residential lots are satisfied 
and, if so, what incremental bonus from 0% to 5% the planned unit development qualifies for. 

8. The Planning Commission should determine if the site characteristics, surrounding natural features, 
and proposed design features lend themselves to a reduced open space requirement. 

9. The Planning Commission should consider whether or not it would recommend using non-contiguous 
property to satisfy open space area if a waiver is not granted from the 30% minimum. 

10. The Planning Commission should determine if alternative screening would be warranted. 
11. The Planning Commission should determine if the criteria for preliminary site plan, special land use, 

and planned unit developments are satisfied. 
 

 
The list below includes potential conditions of approval for the Planning Commission to consider.  
Additional potential conditions could also be identified at the Planning Commission meeting.  Conditions 
associated with final review/approval have not been included below but are identified throughout this 
report. 
 
1. The applicant should provide a statement of use, consistent with §22.02(B)(2) Statement of use. 
2. Special land use approval should only be effective upon approval of the final planned unit development 

and final site plan. 
3. A table should be added to the preliminary plan listing the proposed developmental modifications 

requested as part of the planned unit development, the specific section of the Zoning Ordinance, and 
the reasons and mechanisms used to protect the public health, safety, and welfare in place of the 
original standards. 

4. The cul-de-sacs should be reconfigured so the center is landscaped. 
5. The eastern end of Valencia should be reconfigured to provide a large-vehicle turnaround. 
6. Approval of access and circulation by the Township Engineer and Fire Inspector.  
7. Changes or additions should be made to proposed tree species. 
8. The site plan should include a description of the criteria proposed for residential density bonus. 
9. Open space calculations on Sheet P-5 should be corrected.  (There is no maximum contribution of 

upland area and additional details about stormwater basins.) 
10. The applicant shall conduct a preapplication meeting with the Township before submitting an 

application for final approvals. 
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65 18,950 0.435 8,134 35.0 110.0
66 18,484 0.424 8,051 35.0 101.4
67 18,287 0.420 7,983 35.0 124.1
68 19,514 0.448 8,773 35.0 129.2
69 18,490 0.424 7,924 35.0 106.3
70 18,754 0.431 7,897 35.0 110.6
71 18,080 0.415 5,595 35.0 128.6
72 18,036 0.414 6,786 35.0 132.7
73 18,024 0.414 6,890 35.0 131.8
74 18,025 0.414 6,941 35.0 132.3
75 42,757 0.982 18,551 35.0 121.7
76 21,069 0.484 6,717 35.0 135.5
77 18,093 0.415 6,074 35.0 141.0
78 25,233 0.579 9,787 35.0 139.7
79 41,547 0.954 18,190 35.0 122.8
80 26,617 0.611 9,796 35.0 168.2
81 20,360 0.467 6,411 35.0 145.4
82 29,613 0.680 15,647 35.0 113.0
83 25,125 0.577 12,068 35.0 113.4
84 26,319 0.604 12,626 35.0 118.6
85 26,156 0.600 9,833 35.0 153.8
86 30,005 0.689 10,916 35.0 220.6
87 70,434 1.617 38,506 50.0 328.5
88 117,223 2.691 81,787 50.0 317.3

INDIVIDUAL UNIT INFORMATION TABLE
UNIT     

NUMBER

TOTAL UNIT   
AREA         
(SFT)

TOTAL UNIT   
AREA        

(ACRES)

BUILDING 
ENVELOPE 

(SFT)

FRONT SETBACK 
DISTANCE    

(FEET) 

FRONT LOT WIDTH 
AT SETBACK LINE   

(FEET) 
1 40,777 0.936 17,031 40.0 252.5
2 31,535 0.724 10,849 50.0 129.0
3 23,726 0.545 10,240 50.0 117.2
4 30,168 0.693 14,615 50.0 90.0
5 26,272 0.603 10,244 50.0 90.0
6 22,516 0.517 9,330 50.0 990.0
7 27,432 0.630 13,077 50.0 90.0
8 21,912 0.503 8,613 50.0 106.3
9 23,533 0.540 7,021 40.0 195.0
10 26,160 0.601 12,345 50.0 99.3
11 27,360 0.628 13,081 50.0 107.2
12 27,230 0.625 11,562 50.0 126.5
13 27,319 0.627 9,919 50.0 100.5
14 23,975 0.550 10,385 50.0 90.0
15 23,287 0.535 9,473 50.0 90.0
16 22,526 0.517 9,973 50.0 90.0
17 40,616 0.932 17,708 50.0 101.6
18 27,813 0.638 7,286 50.0 90.0
19 26,632 0.611 11,676 50.0 90.0
20 25,015 0.574 10,645 50.0 90.0
21 23,045 0.529 6,792 50.0 90.0
22 21,987 0.505 5,346 50.0 91.7
23 21,782 0.500 6,674 50.0 108.6
24 21,785 0.500 6,951 50.0 112.5
25 21,792 0.500 6,652 50.0 110.4
26 22,284 0.512 5,829 50.0 111.4
27 36,638 0.841 10,801 40.0 116.5
28 31,974 0.734 8,633 40.0 254.0
29 26,247 0.603 9,385 40.0 163.1
30 23,176 0.532 8,858 50.0 144.3
31 30,875 0.709 14,265 50.0 167.4
32 22,254 0.511 6,296 50.0 100.0
33 23,485 0.539 8,536 50.0 100.0
34 21,786 0.500 6,333 50.0 100.0
35 21,841 0.501 5,241 50.0 140.0
36 22,592 0.519 6,859 40.0 139.6
37 23,990 0.551 7,909 50.0 167.9
38 22,105 0.507 9,079 50.0 111.9
39 26,122 0.600 10,367 50.0 133.9
40 25,130 0.577 9,952 50.0 131.5
41 23,562 0.541 7,975 50.0 122.0
42 27,499 0.631 9,278 40.0 234.2

INDIVIDUAL UNIT INFORMATION TABLE
UNIT     

NUMBER

TOTAL UNIT   
AREA         
(SFT)

TOTAL UNIT   
AREA        

(ACRES)

BUILDING 
ENVELOPE 

(SFT)

FRONT SETBACK 
DISTANCE    

(FEET) 

FRONT LOT WIDTH 
AT SETBACK LINE   

(FEET) 
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Special Land Use and Site Plan Amendment Review 

for 

Tyrone Township, Michigan 
 

PETITION INTRODUCTION 
 
Applicant: Gerry Durocher 

Owner: Laura Durocher 

Request: Major amendment of a special land use and site plan for an open storage yard 
(contractor yard)   

Plan Date: October 4, 2021 (revised) 

 

PETITION DESCRIPTION 

 
The applicant is requesting a major amendment of a previously-approved special land use and site plan 
for an open storage yard (contractor yard).  The amendment would expand the open storage yard use 
onto the back portion of the property and pave the driveway to Old US 23. 
 
The proposed expanded outdoor storage yard requires clearing of the trees in the area, which the 
property owner has already done.  The outdoor storage yard would be surfaced with gravel.  The area 
would be used for “staging and storage of equipment and materials related to a foundation excavation 
and underground utilities contracting.”  Screened topsoil is also stored on the site. 
 
A site plan/special land use for an outdoor storage yard was approved, with conditions, for the eastern 
portion of the property in 2018.  A Planning Commission subcommittee review earlier this year 
determined that the proposed amendment should be considered a major amendment. 
 
The application does not call for any new buildings or building expansions. 
 
The Planning Commission reviews site plan/special land use applications and makes a recommendation, 
and the Township Board makes the final decision. 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION 

 
Address: 7079 Old US 23 

Location: West side of Old US 23, between Faussett and Dublin 

Parcel Number: 4704-29-400-006 

Lot Area: ~14.2 acres  

Frontage: ~418 along Old US 23 

Existing Land Use: Contractor yard and office 

 
A special land use/site plan was approved for an open storage yard in 2018, with the condition that the 
gravel driveway must be paved within 2 years. 
 
The eastern side of the site has a berm along Old US 23, intended to screen the outdoor storage yard and 
support buildings.  The western side of the site remained in an undeveloped, wooded state until cleared 
by the applicant earlier in 2021 in anticipation of the proposed expansion.  
 
The property is outlined below with the blue line.  The rough locations for the proposed expansion and 
associated improvements are shown with the dashed boxes on the aerial below. 
 
Aerial of the Site 
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ZONING 

 
The site is within the PCI Planned Commercial Industrial district.  The proposed expansion has previously 
been determined to be a special land use in that district.  A summary of the intent of that district is below. 
 
A current zoning map is included in the Surrounding Properties section of this report. 
 

Current Zoning: PCI Planned Commercial Industrial 
The PCI Planned Commercial Industrial District is designed to accommodate land 
extensive commercial uses serving both residents and businesses in the Township. 
These uses typically include outdoor storage or display, may require large sites, access 
to a major thoroughfare, and may have offsite impacts. Standards are provided to 
create an environment of consistent attractive character and design with generous 
landscaping, screening, and attractive buildings, where permitted uses will not 
negatively impact adjacent uses in other zoning districts. The PCI District is intended to 
be located near the freeway, with interchange access but not immediately adjacent to 
the interchange. Therefore, the appearance of uses in this district is important to the 
image of the community and maintaining the quality of life. 

 
 

FUTURE LAND USE MAP  

 
The site is within the Planned Commercial Industrial area.  A summary of the intent of that area is below. 
 
The future land use map is included in the Surrounding Properties section of this report. 
 

Future Land Use Map Planned Commercial Industrial 

South of the area planned as PCI is land that has potential access to sanitary sewer, 
and while farther from the Center Road/US 23 interchange, has both good access via 
Old U.S. 23 and good visibility from the freeway. Along Old U.S. 23 south of Center 
Road, are several developed sites including Pennington Gas, Action Watersports, small 
industrial uses, and construction contractors, that are land extensive operations that 
could be characterized as heavy commercial or light industrial. The Planned 
Commercial Industrial plan category anticipates development of similar uses that do 
not need to be at an interchange, but do depend on traffic and paved primary road 
access. Development should be in a PUD environment with care given to generous 
landscaping, attractive high quality architecture and the appearance from the road, 
consistent with the character of the Township. Protections should be required during 
site plan review to minimize any negative impacts on the residential neighbors.  
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SURROUNDING PROPERTIES 

 
The surrounding properties are a mix of commercial and residential uses, as noted below.   
 
 North East South West 

Surrounding Zoning 

FR Farming 
Residential, 
PCI Planned 
Commercial 

Industrial 

FR Farming 
Residential 

(across US 23) 

FR Farming 
Residential 

 

FR Farming 
Residential 

 

Surrounding Land Uses 
Single-family house, 

Propane sales 

Single-family house, 
Agricultural fields 

(across US 23) 
Single-family house 

Woodlands, Single-
family house 

Future Land-Use Map  
Planned Commercial 

Industrial 

Residential/ Natural 
Resources 

Preservation 
(across US 23) 

Planned Commercial 
Industrial 

Medium Density 
Single Family 

Detached 
Residential 

 
The property is outlined in the maps below with the blue line. 
 
Current Zoning Map 
 

 
 
 
 
  

FR 

PCI 
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Future Land Use Map 
 

 
 

 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

 
Topography:   The property is relatively flat, except for a berm installed along Old US 23, sloping 

downwards from the center to the east and west. 
 
Wetlands:   According to the State of Michigan Wetland Viewer, there are no wetlands on the 

site. 
 
Woodland:   The area for the proposed expansion was a woodland that has recently been cleared.   
 
Soils:   According to the USDA National Resource Conservation Service and Sheet 2 of the 

site plan, a majority of the soils in the existing open storage yard are Conover Loams, 
which are somewhat poorly drained, and a majority of the soils in the expanded open 
storage yard are Pewamo Clay Loams, which are poorly drained.  

 
Items to be Addressed:  None.   

 

  

Residential/ 
Natural Resources 

Preservation 

Medium-density 
Single-family 

Planned 
Commercial 

Industrial 
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AREA, WIDTH, HEIGHT, & SETBACKS 

 
The proposed site, buildings, and improvements must meet the developmental standards for the zoning 
district in which it is located.  Additional specific standards for open storage yards, found in §22.05 P Open 
Storage Yards of the Zoning Ordinance, are explored in the Open Storage Yards section of this report.  
 
The table below shows standards for the Planned Commercial Industrial district.  The location of buildings 
and other improvements are shown on the site plan.   
 
Developmental Standards 

 

 PCI District 
Proposed 
buildings 

Proposed 
outdoor storage 

Complies 

Lot Area (min) 1 acre ~14.2 acres Yes 

Lot Width (min) 150 feet ~411 feet Yes 

Setbacks     

Front  150 feet 71 feet1  ~100 feet No1, Yes 

Side 30 feet 28 feet1 30 feet No1, Yes 

Rear 30 feet 370 feet 50 feet Yes, Yes 

Building 
Coverage 

40 percent unknown n/a Yes 

Building Height 40 feet unknown n/a Yes 

 
1) Setbacks for existing legally nonconforming buildings; no changes are proposed to these buildings 

as part of this major amendment. 
 

Items to be Addressed:  None. 
 
 

ACCESS & CIRCULATION 

 
The expanded open storage yard will be accessed through a reconfigured driveway from Old US 23 to the 
east.  This driveway would be located in the area of the current one, but it will be paved and will not be 
as wide. 
 
When originally approved in 2018, the requirement to have a paved driveway was waived for 2 years to 
allow for a future relocation.  A paved driveway should reduce dirt tracking onto the road and discourage 
expansion of the driveway through use.  The applicant has stated that the driveway will be curbed, further 
reducing driveway width expansion that has happened previously. 
 
Driveway design and location will require approval of the Livingston County Road Commission.  The 
applicant has provided a letter from the Road Commission stating that a driveway approach permit can 
be issued once the selected contractor submits insurance information and the remaining permit fee is 
paid. 
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We defer further comments and recommendations related to access and circulation to the Township 
Engineer and the Fire Department. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  1) Livingston County Road Commission approval driveway permit.  2) Township 
Engineer and Fire Chief approval of access and circulation.  
 
 

OFF-STREET PARKING & LOADING 

 
Off-street parking for workers will remain unchanged from the previously-approved site plan, with 18 
spaces provided on the western side of the front berm.  The Planning Commission approved a waiver to 
allow gravel parking rather than paved parking surfaces as part of that site plan. 
 
Specific standards for open storage yards require all driveways, loading areas, staging areas, and truck 
maneuvering lanes to be paved (§22.05 P 2).  It does not appear to give authority to grant a waiver from 
this standard.   
 
However, when the special land use/site plan was originally approved in 2018 as a use similar to open 
storage yards, the recommendation from the Township’s planner was to “selectively” apply the standards 
for open storage yards.  The Planning Commission did not require paving of any of these areas as part of 
that approval, indicating that the paving requirement for the similar use was not deemed applicable. 
 
The site plan has been revised to remove existing gravel loading, staging, and maneuvering lanes along 
the northern lot line that had expanded into the required setback.  
 
Items to be Addressed:  None. 
 
 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES 

 
It is our understanding that the expansion of the outdoor storage yard will not require any additional 
utility services.   
 
The site plan shows the location of 2 proposed stormwater management detention ponds.  The pond in 
the front between the berm and Old US 23 is located in an area that has an abandoned septic field.  It is 
our understanding that this detention pond has been reconfigured based on Road Commission 
requirements. 
 
We defer to the Township Engineer on specific details of the stormwater management system. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  Township Engineer approval of stormwater management.  
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LANDSCAPING & SCREENING 

 
The site plan calls for planting 46 evergreens along the northern lot line of the expanded outdoor storage 
yard area, including 16 Eastern Hemlock, 15 Eastern White Pine, and 15 White Spruce.   A berm roughly 5 
feet high is also proposed along this lot line.  The number of species and berm height and location have 
been revised from previous versions of the site plan and appear to be generally consistent with direction 
given by the Planning Commission.  The proposed berm is not fully consistent with §21A.04(B), as it does 
not have a 2 foot wide flat top and appears to be slightly steeper than allowed.  However, the Planning 
Commission can approve a deviation as part of site plan review. 
 
Additional screening is not proposed along other lot lines around the proposed expansion area.  While 
those lot lines are adjacent to residentially-zoned and used properties, there are significant distances to 
dwellings and existing vegetative screening on those properties.  The Future Land Use calls for Medium-
density Single-family Residential for the property to the west. 
 
The site plan calls for 9 evergreens on the eastern side of the berm, including 3 Eastern Hemlock, 3 Eastern 
White Pine, and 3 White Spruce, as required in the previously-approved site plan. 
 
At the public hearing on October 12, 2021, and the following Planning Commission discussion, there was 
discussion and possible interest in an additional berm and screening between the proposed expansion 
area and the residential property to the west.  As a condition of approval, the Planning Commission could 
require installation of a berm and landscaping screening along this lot line. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  1) The Planning Commission should confirm if the proposed landscaping will 
provide adequate screening from the adjacent residentially used, zoned, and planned properties to the 
north, west, and south of the proposed expansion area or may require additional landscaping and 
screening.  2) The Planning Commission should determine if berms should receive a waiver from having to 
comply with all of design standards for berms. 

 
 

LIGHTING 
 
Site Plan Note 11 states that there will be no lighting with the proposed amendment.  The site plan does 
not appear to show the location of any existing lighting.  However, recent observations indicate there is 
lighting within the existing outdoor storage yard. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  Existing outdoor lighting should be added to the site plan, and any lighting not 
consistent with the Zoning Ordinance should be removed or replaced. 
 
 

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING & SIGNS 

 
Site Plan Note 12 states that there will be no signs with the proposed amendment. 
 
Items to be Addressed:  None. 
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OPEN STORAGE YARDS 

 
In addition to the general standards of the Zoning Ordinance, there are specific standards for outdoor 
storage yards.  These standards, outlined in §22.05 P Outdoor Storage Yards, are examined below.  
 
When originally approved in 2018, the recommendation from the planner was that standards for Outdoor 
Storage Yards should be “selectively applied.”    
 
1. Setbacks.  In order to reduce the effects and visual impact of the open storage yard equipment, 

storage areas, truck staging areas, and similar operations shall be located no closer than the required 
yard setbacks of the zoning district.  In the case where adjacent residential uses exist or are planned, 
the Planning Commission may increase the setback requirements. 

 
Comments:  The site plan shows existing and proposed gravel areas, which could be used for storage areas, 
truck staging areas, and similar operations.  The proposed gravel areas meet the required side and rear-
yard setbacks.  The site plan has been revised to remove existing gravel area along the northern lot line 
that has extended into the required setback. 
 
The proposed expansion is adjacent to existing residential uses along the northern, western, and southern 
lot lines.  At previous reviews, the Planning Commission determined that increased setbacks would not be 
necessary to mitigate any impacts on those adjacent uses. 
 
2. Access.  Storage yards shall have direct access onto a paved principal arterial.   All driveways, loading 

areas, staging areas, and truck maneuvering areas within the site shall be paved. 
 
Comments:  The outdoor storage yard will continue to have access from Old US 23, a paved principal 
arterial. 
 
The site plan calls for paving the driveway. 
 
All other areas for loading, staging, and truck maneuvering are proposed to be gravel, consistent with the 
original special land use approval and selective application of open storage yard standards. 
 
3. Staging Area.  All vehicle traffic stacking and waiting areas shall be contained on the site and shall be 

designated on the site plan.  Staging and parking areas shall not occur within the required yard 
setbacks nor in areas not designated for stacking purposes on the approved site plan. 

 
Comments:  All of the existing and proposed stacking and waiting areas, though not specifically delineated 
in the site plan, are contained within the site.  The proposed areas do not extend into required yard 
setbacks. 
 
The site plan has been revised to remove existing gravel area along the northern lot line that has extended 
into the required setback. 
 
4. Outdoor Storage of Material.  Only those types of materials included in the proposal at the time of 

site plan approval shall be permitted in the outdoor storage areas.  Such permitted outdoor storage 
areas shall be enclosed on all sides with a wall or maintained landscaped berm.  The location and size 
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of storage areas shall be shown on the site plan.  All loading and unloading of materials for storage 
shall occur in these designated areas and are limited to between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.  At no time shall 
storage stacks exceed the height of the approved screening wall or landscaped screen.  An erosion 
prevention and containment plan must be prepared and maintained for any proposed outdoor 
storage of dirt, gravel, sand, or other loose material. 

 
Comments:  The site plan shows an existing area for the outdoor storage of materials along the western 
edge of the existing gravel area. 
 
A note on Sheet 1 states that the materials that may be stored on site will be related to foundation, 
excavation, and underground utilities excavation and topsoil.  
 
A spill/leak response and erosion prevention/containment procedure has been added to the site plan. 
 
5. Screening.  All outdoor storage facilities, including parking and loading areas, shall be screened and 

landscaped in accordance with Section 21.35.  At the discretion of the Planning Commission, 
vegetative plantings or other means of sound absorption may be required to mitigate noise impacts.  
A fence or wall shall be constructed and maintained along the rear and side lot lines in order to keep 
trash, paper and other debris on the site.  (See Section 21.19).  At the discretion of the Township, this 
provision may be waived if the applicant demonstrates that all activities and storage will be contained 
within the confines of structures on the site. 

 
Comments:  The applicant is proposing to add a berm roughly 5 feet tall and evergreen screening along 
the northern lot line of the expansion area.  Additional screening or fencing is not proposed along the other 
lot lines. 
 
Based on comments and discussion at the October 12, 2021, Planning Commission meeting, it appears 
there may be concern about potential sound impacts on the adjacent residential areas to the north and 
west of the proposed expansion area.  A berm along the western lot line and a taller berm along the 
northern lot line would provide some sound mitigation. 
 
The Planning Commission should determine if the applicant has demonstrated that all activities and 
storage will be contained within the site in order to waive the requirement to provide fencing along the 
rear and side lot lines. 
 
6. Display. Subject to Planning Commission approval and the following requirements, a display may be 

allowed as an open storage use… 
 
Comments:  To the best of our knowledge, the applicant is not proposing to include a display of any 
products as part of the proposed open yard expansion.   
 
7. Site Design.  An outdoor storage use shall not be permitted to occupy a site where no building has 

been constructed.  A building shall be constructed on the premises for office use in connection with 
the storage facility.  The building should be located on the site to provide an office for site 
management and to assist in screening the operation from adjacent road right-of-way.  This provision 
may be waived by the Township if the applicant can demonstrate other acceptable mechanisms for 
screening and site management. 
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Comments:  There are several existing buildings on the site that serve as an office and indoor storage.  
These buildings are located between the road and the existing outdoor storage yard and are themselves 
screened from Old US 23 to the east by a berm. 
 

Lighting for the site shall be shielded and directed so that glare and illumination from the lights shall 
not create a hazard for vehicles on adjacent roads or to cause a nuisance for adjacent or nearby uses.  
Lighting shall be indicated on the site plan and be maintained consistent with the approved site plan.  
All lighting must be down directed and shall not exceed .5 foot candle at all property lines. 
 

Comments:  The site plan indicates that there will be no exterior lighting added as part of the proposed 
expansion.  During recent observations, it appears that there is exterior lighting in the existing outdoor 
storage yard that may not be consistent with the above standards. 

 
Outdoor storage shall not be permitted in the required front yard. All loading, parking, and 
maneuvering shall be restricted to the site.  Screening and noise abatement shall be provided for 
storage areas adjacent to residential zoning districts in accordance with the provisions of Section 
21.35. 

 
Comments:  The existing and proposed storage will be located outside of the required front yard and all of 
the activities will be located within the site.   
 
The northern lot line along the expansion area, adjacent to a residentially used and zoned property, shows 
2 staggered rows of 46 evergreens.  There is a proposed berm, roughly 5 feet high, along the eastern 
portion of this lot line; it does not appear that this berm is fully consistent with §21A.04 (B), which requires 
a minimum 2-foot-wide flat area on the top and undulating height.  However, the Planning Commission 
can approve berms that deviate from these standards as part of site plan review.   
 
Based on previous discussion and concerns raised by the Planning Commission, it appears that there may 
be interest in requiring a taller berm along the northern lot line of the proposed expansion area and a berm 
with landscaping along the western lot line of the proposed expansion area. 
 
The landscaping on/along the front-yard berm, as shown in the previously-approved site plan, has been 
included in the revised site plan.  
 
8. Minimum Site Dimensions.  The site shall comply with the minimum zoning district area, dimensional 

and configuration requirements. 
 
Comments:  The site meets the minimum lot area and width standards.  Proposed improvements are 
located outside of the required setbacks, and the site plan has been revised to remove some existing 
improvements that have extended into required setbacks. 
 
9. Performance Guarantee.  Prior to issuance of a land use permit, the Township may require submission 

of a performance guarantee, in accordance with the provisions of this Ordinance. 
 
Comments:  We recommend the Township collect a performance guarantee to ensure that improvements, 
such as berms and landscaping, are completed in accordance with any approved site plan/special land use. 
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APPLICABLE DECISION CRITERIA 

 
The proposed expansion requires both special land use and site plan review.  The decision criteria for 
those approvals are examined below. 
 
Standards for site plan review are outlined in §23.03 Standards for Site Plan Review, and a description of 
information that must be included in a site plan is outlined in §23.02 Site Plan Information.  Comments 
addressing these standards are included throughout this report and below. 
 
Comments:  It appears that the site plan is generally complete.   
 
The proposed use expansion is generally consistent with the Zoning Ordinance, except as otherwise noted.   
 
Comments about soils, drainage, and erosion are deferred to the Township Engineer. 
 
The site will be graded in order to allow for vehicular movement and storage of materials.  This will have 
a significant impact on the nature of the property, but it would be consistent with the intent of this district. 
 
The general review standards for special land uses are outlined in §22.04 General Review Standards for 
All Special Land Uses and are included below.  Specific standards for outdoor storage yards uses have been 
explored in the Outdoor Storage yards section of this report.  Comments addressing these standards are 
included throughout this report and below. 
 

A. Master Plan.  The special land use will be consistent with the goals, objectives and future land use plan 
described in the Township's Master Plan. 

 
Comments:  The Future Land Use Map calls for planned commercial industrial uses in the area, consistent 
with the proposed special land use expansion.   
 

B. Zoning District.  The special land use will be consistent with the stated Intent of the zoning district. 
 
Comments:  The proposed use expansion has been determined to be a special land use in the Planned 
Commercial Industrial district. 
 

C. Neighborhood Compatibility.  The special land use will be designed, constructed, operated and 
maintained to be compatible with, and not significantly alter, the existing or intended character of the 
general vicinity in consideration of environmental impacts, views, aesthetics, noise, vibration, glare, air 
quality, drainage, traffic, property values or similar impacts. 

 
Comments:  The proposed use expansion is compatible with the current commercial use immediately to 
the north.  The other adjacent properties are zoned and used for residential purposes.  Most of those 
properties have significant distances to the dwelling unit and are wooded.  The site plan calls for a 5 foot 
tall berm along the northern lot line of the proposed expansion area. 
 
Based on comments and discussion at the October 12, 2021, Planning Commission meeting, it appears 
there may be concerns about compatibility with the proposed expansion area and the residential areas to 
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the north and west.  The Planning Commission could require installation of (larger) berms and additional 
landscaping along these areas as a condition of approval to address potential impacts. 
 

D. Environment.  The special land use will not significantly impact the natural environment. 

 
Comments:  It does not appear likely that the proposed outdoor storage yard expansion would create a 
significant impact on the environment.  However, the use of gravel rather than paved surfaces could make 
it more likely for fuel or other materials to penetrate the soil. 

 
E. Public Services.  The special land use can be served adequately by public facilities and services such as 

police and fire protection, drainage structures, water and sewage facilities, refuse disposal and schools. 
 
Comments:  It does not appear likely that the proposed outdoor storage yard expansion would create 
negative impacts on public facilities or services.  The proposed expansion would not require any addition 
public facilities or services. 
 

F. Traffic.  The proposed use shall be of a nature that will make vehicular and pedestrian traffic no more 
hazardous than is normal for the district involved, taking into consideration the following… 

 
Comments:  It does not appear likely that the proposed use expansion would create traffic hazards, though 
it is likely to increase the number of trips generated to and from the facility.  Narrowing of wide driveways 
is generally considered a positive improvement, as it makes traffic turning more predictable. 
 

G. Additional Development.  The proposed use shall be such that the location and height of buildings or 
structures, and the location, nature and height of walls, fences, and landscaping will not interfere with 
or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or unreasonably 
affect their value. 

 
Comments:  If the Planning Commission determines the proposed screening is adequate, the proposed use 
expansion does not appear likely to have a negative impact on the use, value, or development of adjacent 
properties.   
 
Based on comments and discussion at the Planning Commission meeting on October 12, 2021, it appears 
that there may be concern about potential impacts on the use and value of the adjacent residential 
properties to the north and west of the proposed expansion area.  The Planning Commission could require 
installation of (larger) berms and additional landscaping along these areas as a condition of approval to 
address potential impacts. 
 

H. Health, Safety and Welfare. The proposed use shall be designed, located, planned, and operated to 
protect the public health, safety, and welfare. 

 
Comments:  If the Planning Commission determines that the proposed open storage yard expansion is 
consistent with the standards in the Zoning Ordinances and other conditions it determines appropriate, 
the expansion should not create a negative impact on public health, safety, or welfare. 
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SUMMARY & COMMENTS 

 
The revised major site plan/special land use amendment appear to be generally complete and consistent 
with the Zoning Ordinance or may be eligible for waivers.  In some cases, approvals from other agencies 
and entities will be required. 
 
The Planning Commission could make a favorable recommendation to the Township Board, with or 
without conditions, if it determines decision criteria and developmental standards are met or would be 
met with conditions. 
 
The Planning Commission could postpone action if it determines there are significant or too many changes 
that would be necessary to receive a favorable recommendation.  If this is the case, it should direct the 
applicant to prepare revisions based on its review and provide guidance to the applicant as to what 
information or standards it would be comfortable with waiving. 
 
The Planning Commission could make an unfavorable recommendation to the Township Board if it 
determines decision criteria and developmental standards are not met and could not easily be met with 
changes.  The application would still be forwarded to the Township Board. 
 
The list below includes items that require Planning Commission determinations.  (Although the Planning 
Commission has discussed some of the determinations previously, it is best practice to confirm them at the 
time of final review.) 
 
1) The Planning Commission should determine if the proposed landscaping will provide adequate 

screening from adjacent residential properties, especially the property to the north and west.   

2) The Planning Commission should determine if the proposed berm(s) should receive a waiver from 
having to comply with all of design standards for berms. 

3) The Planning Commission should determine if increased setbacks are necessary to mitigate any 
impacts on residential uses along the northern, western, and southern lot lines. 

4) The Planning Commission should determine if the applicant has demonstrated that all activities and 
storage will be contained within the site in order to waive the requirement to provide fencing along 
rear and side lot lines. 

 
 
The list below includes potential conditions of approval for the Planning Commission to consider.  
Additional potential conditions could be identified at the Planning Commission meeting. 
 
1) Driveway permit approval by the Livingston County Road Commission. 

2) Access and circulation approval by the Township Engineer and Fire Chief. 

3) Stormwater management system approval by the Township Engineer. 

4) Existing outdoor lighting should be added to the site plan, and any lighting not consistent with the 
Zoning Ordinance should be removed or replaced. 
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5) A berm should be added along the western lot line with landscaping similar to the berm on the 
northern lot line of the expansion area. 

6) The Township should collect a performance guarantee to ensure that improvements, such as berms 
and landscaping, are completed in accordance with any approved site plan/special land use. 

7) Any changes necessary to address waivers not granted by the Planning Commission. 
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November 4, 2021 
 

Shared Private Driveway Review 

for 

Tyrone Township, Michigan 
 

PETITION INTRODUCTION 
 
Applicant: Mark Niemi (agent) 

Owner: Mark Niemi 

Plan Date: May 14, 2021 (survey) 

Request: Shared private driveway  
 
 

PETITION DESCRIPTION 

 
The applicant is requesting approval of a shared private driveway to provide access for a proposed land 
division.   
 
Shared private driveways can provide access for up to 4 single-family lots, site condominium units, or 
non-residential principal buildings and can have a maximum length of up to 1,200 feet.   
 
The proposed shared private driveway could provide access for up to 2 lots.  
 
The proposed shared private driveway would have access from Indian View, an existing private road.  
Indian View connects with Center to the north. 
 
The Zoning Ordinance outlines the process and design standards for shared private driveways and the 
process and limitations for the expansion (length or number of lots) of private roads, including shared 
private driveways connected to existing private roads. 
 
This review does not examine the proposed land division, but it should be noted that lot areas should 
exclude the shared private driveway easement. 
 
The application is not complete at this time, but the Planning Commission can provide some guidance to 
the applicant. 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION 

 
Address: None 

Location: West of Indian View, south of Center 

Parcel Number: 04-21-100-010 

Lot Area: ~9.9 acres (gross)  

Frontage: ~428 feet  

Existing Land Use: Vacant/woodlands 

 
Aerial of the Site 
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ZONING 

 
The property is within the FR Farming Residential zoning district.  The intent of that district is below. 
 

Zoning per Zoning 
Map: 

 

FR Farming Residential 
The intent of the FR Farming Residential District is to protect lands best suited to 
agricultural uses from the encroachment of incompatible uses, while designating an 
area appropriate to the type of single family residential development that does not 
alter the general agricultural character of the district. Moreover, the intent also is to 
protect vital natural resources, including wetlands, inland lake water quality, 
groundwater supplies, fertile and stable soils, and significant stands of wood lots and 
vegetative cover. Lands in the FR rand RE District are not likely to be served with 
centralized public water and sewer facilities. 

 
Current Zoning Map 
 

 
 
Comments:  Although not directly a part of the shared private driveway application, the proposed 
properties appear generally consistent with the developmental standards of the FR Farming Residential 
zoning district.  Future surveys should describe both the gross and net lot area. 
 

 

FUTURE LAND USE MAP  

 
Future Land Use Map  Low Density Single Family Detached Residential 

This category will permit single family residential development at a density of 1.5 to 
3 acres per dwelling unit. This designation can be found in portions of the southeast 
part of the Township, where residential uses are appropriate but higher densities are 
not advisable due to infrastructure concerns.  

 
  

FR Farming 
Residential 
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Future Land Use Map 
 

  
 
Comments:  Although not directly a part of the shared private driveway application, the proposed 
properties appear consistent with the Future Land Use Map.  

 
 

SURROUNDING PROPERTIES 

 
The surrounding properties are primarily residential uses with a public use, as noted below.   
 

 North East South West 

Surrounding Zoning 
FR Farming 
Residential 

FR Farming 
Residential 

FR Farming 
Residential 

FR Farming 
Residential 

Surrounding Land Uses Houses Houses Houses Township Hall 

Future Land-Use Map  
Low Density Single 
Family Residential 

Low Density Single 
Family Residential 

Low Density Single 
Family Residential 

Low Density Single 
Family Residential, 
Public/Quasi Public 

 
 

PRIVATE ROAD EXPANSION 

 
The proposed shared private driveway will have access from an existing private road.   
 
The existing private road has a length of roughly 1,008 feet from Center Road to the north and provides 
access for 9 existing lots (10 lots following division). 
 
Limits are placed on the expansion of existing private roads, including physical extension of a private 
road (length), providing access to additional lots (number of lots), or the addition of shared private 
driveways with access from the private road. 
 

Low Density 
Residential 
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A private road with a single access point can have a maximum length of 1,200 feet, including the length 
of any shared private driveways.  The Township can allow a greater length, if a dry hydrant system is 
installed.  (§24.03(G) Maximum Length and Units, Single Access Point) 
 
Private roads with a single access point can provide access for a maximum of 30 lots, including lots with 
shared private driveways from the private road.  The Township can reduce that number based on local 
conditions.  With the proposed division, Indian View would provide access to less than 30. 
 
Comments:  The proposed shared private driveway would result in a length of roughly 1,517 feet, which 
is greater than the 1,200 feet allowed (shared private driveway plus private road with a single access 
point).   
 
A longer distance may be approved by the Township Board, upon recommendation by the Planning 
Commission, if a dry hydrant system approved by the Township Engineer and fire department is installed.  
We recommend the Township consult with the fire department with jurisdiction in this area if it wishes to 
consider allowing a longer length. 
 

 

SHARED PRIVATE DRIVEWAY APPROVAL PROCESS 

 
The approval process for shared private driveways is outlined in §24.05 Shared Private Driveway and 
Access Easement Approval Requirements. 
 
The Planning Commission holds a public hearing and provides a recommendation to the Township 
Board.  The applicant may be directed to provide additional information deemed necessary to review 
the application. 
 
An applicant must provide a site plan/engineering plan of the proposed shared private driveway, as 
outlined in §24.05(J) Review Process, and a maintenance agreement, as outlined in §24.05(B) 
Maintenance Agreement and 24.02(C) Maintenance Agreement.   
 
Comments:  It is difficult to provide comment on the current sketch that has been provided, as it does not 
include most of the information that should be included in a shared private driveway plan.  A plan should 
be provided that includes at least the basic information to provide further guidance. 
 
The draft maintenance agreement that has been provided does not appear to be in a recordable form 
nor does it appear to clearly address access rights or limits or location of utilities within the easement.   
 
We defer comment on details of the maintenance agreement to the Township attorney.  
 

 

SHARED PRIVATE DRIVEWAY DESIGN STANDARDS 

 
Design standards for shared private driveways are outlined in §24.06 Shared Private Driveway and 
Access Easement Design Standards of the Zoning Ordinance and are examined below.  The Planning 
Commission may recommend approval of a modified shared private driveway design standard where it 
can be demonstrated that the modified standard meets safety and sound engineering requirements. 
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A. Design of Shared Private Driveways.  A shared private driveway shall be designed and constructed 
consistent with the standards adopted herein and by the Livingston County Road Commission standards 
for public roads except the requirement for bituminous pavement as modified in this Article by Tyrone 
Township.  In the event of conflict between standards, the higher standard, as determined by the 
Planning Commission, shall prevail.  The design of a shared private driveway shall be subject to approval 
by the Township.  When the developer of a proposed shared private driveway owns an additional access 
point for a lot along the adjacent public or private road, the additional access point shall be removed 
and the lot shall be accessed from the shared private driveway.  This standard may be waived where it is 
determined that the access point does not have a negative impact on traffic or safety along the main 
road and that compliance would be a burden to the site, the resources on it, its configuration, and/or 
the property owners.  
 
Comments:  At this time, no engineering details for the proposed shared private driveway have been 
provided.  A cross section and other design details should be provided as part of the application to allow 
review for consistency with this standard. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, the applicant does not own any adjacent access points that should be 
removed.  
 
We defer further comment related to public road standards to the Township Engineer and the Road 
Commission. 
 

B. Drainage.  Shared private driveways shall be designed and constructed in relation to existing land 
contours and other natural or man-made features to assist in providing controlled drainage for the 
shared private driveway in accordance with Township and County requirements.  A drainage bypass 
culvert may be required where a shared private driveway intersects with a road.  All other drainage 
improvements shall be required as determined necessary by the site drainage patterns and be 
consistent with established Township policy, the requirements of the Livingston County Road 
Commission and Drain Commissioner, and sound engineering practices. 
 
Comments:  At this time, no engineering details have been provided, including the location of the 
proposed shared private driveway within the proposed easement, topography, or proposed drainage 
improvements. 
 
We defer further comment related to drainage to the Township Engineer  
 

C. Sight-Distance.  Shared private driveways shall be designed and constructed in relation to existing land 
contours and other natural or man-made features to provide safe and adequate vision for drivers using 
a shared private driveway access.  A shared private driveway intersection with a road shall meet the 
sight distance requirements of the Livingston County Road Commission for driveways and road 
approaches. Other traffic safety improvements shall be required as determined necessary to be 
consistent with established Township policy, the requirements of the Livingston County Road 
Commission, and sound planning and engineering practices.  If the area to be maintained in order to 
meet the sight distance requirement extends onto adjacent property, then easements shall be secured 
for the purposes of clearing and maintaining the area for compliance with this requirement.  If 
easements cannot be secured, the access point will have to be relocated.  Provisions for maintenance of 
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areas required for sight-distance shall be included in the shared private driveway and access easement 
maintenance agreement (see Section 24.05.B).  
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, such as sight distances, should be provided in order to determine consistency with this 
standard. 
 
We defer additional comment to the Township Engineer and Road Commission. 
 

D. Minimum Easement Width.  The minimum width of the easement for a shared private driveway shall be 
sixty-six (66) feet.  
 
Comments:  The proposed easement width, as shown in the survey dated May 14, 2021, would be 66 
feet wide.   
 

E. Minimum Finished Surface Width.  The finished, load-bearing surface of a shared private driveway shall 
be not less than twenty (20) feet in width.  Subject to the Township’s approval, a shared private 
driveway may have a finished, loadbearing surface of not less than sixteen feet in width, plus two (2) 
load-bearing shoulders, each two (2) feet wide.  Those shared private driveways served by hydrants shall 
have a finished, load-bearing surface of not less than twenty-six (26) feet.  This width may be reduced to 
twenty (20) feet at the discretion of the Planning Commission provided that bump-outs, which are a 
minimum of twenty-six (26) feet in width, are provided at least once every 300 feet. 
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including width of the finished surface, should be provided in order to determine consistency 
with this standard. 
 

F. Shared Private Driveway Construction Materials.  The surface of a shared private driveway shall be 
constructed on a base of not less than six (6) inches of road gravel.  The base shall be laid after removal 
of all unsuitable soil.  Unsuitable soil shall be replaced with road gravel or other material as may be 
specified by the Township Engineer.  The Township Engineer may also specify the installation of soil 
stabilization devices, sub-base, or underlying fabric and drainage facilities to better assure the long-term 
life of the shared private driveway.  
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including surface material, base material, soil information, and any necessary soil 
stabilization devices, should be provided in order to determine consistency with this standard. 
 

G. Maximum Length and Units.  Maximum length of a shared private driveway shall be one thousand, two 
hundred (1,200) feet with a maximum of four (4) lots or dwelling units served by the shared private 
driveway.  The maximum length requirement may be extended upon the recommendation of the 
Planning Commission and the approval of the Township Board.  Shared private driveways that exceed 
the one thousand, two hundred (1,200) foot maximum length shall be required to install a dry hydrant 
system.  The system shall be subject to the approval of the Township engineer and fire department with 
jurisdiction.  
 
Comments:  The proposed shared private driveway itself would be less than 1,200 feet in length and 
would provide access for less than 4 lots. 
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The length of the proposed shared private driveway and the existing private road would exceed 1,200 
feet in length.  See the “Private Road Expansion” section of this report for more details. 
 

H. Turnarounds.  Any shared private driveway serving more than three (3) lots or dwelling units shall 
include a circular cul-de-sac turnaround or a “T” turnaround.  The Planning Commission shall determine 
the type of turnaround required.  Cul-de-sacs and “T” turnarounds shall be in accordance with these 
standards and LCRC geometric design requirements.  This requirement may be waived if the shared 
private driveway is 150 feet or less in length.  
 
Comments:  The proposed shared driveway will only serve 2 dwelling units, so a circular cul-de-sac or t-
turnaround is not required.  
 
However, it is our understanding that the International Fire Code generally requires some type of 
turnaround when an accessway is longer than 300 feet to ensure fire apparatus are able to access the 
site. 
 
If a turnaround is not provided, it would likely limit or prohibit garbage truck access to the proposed 
western lot. 
 
We defer further comments to the Township Engineer and Fire Inspector. 
 

I. Circular Cul-De-Sac Turnaround Design.  When a circular cul-de-sac turnaround is required for 
installation by the Planning Commission, the turnaround shall be designed with a forty-five (45) foot 
radius if no internal landscape island is required or with a fifty-five (55) foot radius if a center landscaped 
island is required.  Where required, the internal landscape island shall be located in the center of the 
turnaround and shall be twenty (20) feet in diameter.  A larger turnaround may be required for 
commercial and industrial shared private driveways.  
 
Comments:  The application does not call for a circular cul-de-sac turnaround.  This standard would only 
apply if the applicant proposes a circular cul-de-sac turnaround or if the Planning Commission 
determines a circular cul-de-sac turnaround is required. 
 

J. “T” Turnaround Design.  When a “T” or “hammerhead” turnaround is required for installation by the 
Planning Commission, the turnaround shall provide perpendicular extensions from the main traveled 
surface of the shared private driveway to permit a vehicle to turn around.  The extensions shall be not 
less than twenty (20) feet in width and extend from each side of the centerline of the easement for a 
distance of sixty (60) feet.  A turning radius of twenty-eight (28) feet shall be provided from the traveled 
surface onto the turnaround.  The surface and base materials of the “T” turnaround shall be the same as 
the surface and base materials of the shared private driveway.  
 
Comments:  The application does not call for a t/hammerhead turnaround.  This standard would only 
apply if the applicant proposes a t/hammerhead turnaround or if the Planning Commission determines a 
t/hammerhead turnaround is required.  
 

K. Intersection Design Standards.  Shared private driveways that intersect with existing or proposed 
private roads or public street rights-of-way should intersect at a ninety (90) degree angle.  Where 
constrained by environmental features, the Township Engineer may allow a reduced angle of 
intersection but in no case shall the angle be less than seventy (70) degrees.  
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Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including details of the proposed geometry where the proposed shared driveway connects 
with Indian View, should be provided in order to determine consistency with this standard. 
 

L. Intersection Offsets from Streets.  Proposed shared private driveway intersections with a public or 
private road shall align directly across from, or be offset by at least two hundred fifty (250) feet from 
existing intersections of public streets or private roads on the opposite side of the street, measured 
centerline to centerline.  This standard may be reduced if approved by the Livingston County Road 
Commission and the Tyrone Township Board of Trustees, with recommendation from the Planning 
Commission. 
 
Comments:  The proposed shared private driveway is more than 250 feet from intersections with any 
public or private street. 
 

M. Vertical Clearance.  In order to provide adequate access for emergency vehicles, fifteen (15) feet of 
overhead tree clearance shall be provided within the width of the finished surface.  
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including details about vertical clearance, should be provided in order to determine 
consistency with this standard. 
 

N. Signs.  Regulatory signs shall be positioned and installed in accordance with the Michigan Manual of 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices on all shared private driveways where such driveways intersect with 
public or private roads.  All other signs within the shared private driveway easement shall be identified 
on the site plan and designed and placed in accordance with the Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices, unless the Planning Commission approves another type of design for consistency with 
the character of the development.  Shared private driveways shall not be named and shall not have signs 
bearing street names.  
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including details about proposed regulatory signs, should be provided in order to determine 
consistency with this standard.  
 
We defer comment to the Township Engineer as to what traffic control signs would be appropriate. 
 

O. Modifications of These Standards.  At the discretion of the Planning Commission and Township Board, 
the standards of this article may be modified.  The Planning Commission and Township Board may 
determine that alternative design or construction materials will provide a shared private driveway of 
equal or superior quality.  Further, the Planning Commission and Township Board shall have the 
authority to modify the review requirements in order to assure the requirements of the Township are 
considered in an appropriate forum and with the necessary level of professional design expertise.  
 
Comments:  Information about the design of the proposed shared private driveway has not been 
provided, so it is not possible to provide comment about potential modifications or determine if an 
alternative design or construction materials would be of equal or superior quality at this time. 
 

P. Compliance with AASHTO Standards.  Where no specific standard is provided in this Section, shared 
private driveway design plans shall meet the design criteria for local rural roads described in the most 
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recent edition of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Manual "A Policy on Geometric Design for Highways and Streets."  Minimum horizontal and vertical 
curve radii and stopping distances shall be determined using design standards in this AASHTO manual to 
provide minimum safe sight-distances, provided that the minimum horizontal curve shall be two-
hundred and thirty (230) feet in radius. 
 
Comments:  At this time, no design details have been provided as part of the application.  Design 
information, including details about horizontal and vertical curve radii, should be provided in order to 
determine consistency with this standard. 
 
We defer additional comment to the Township Engineer. 
 

Q. Conversion of Shared Private Driveway to Private Road.  Any proposal to modify the use of a shared 
private driveway so that the shared private driveway will serve the functional capacity of a private 
road… 
 
Comments:  The application does not call for the conversion of a shared private driveway to a private 
road.  This standard does not apply. 
 

R. Setbacks and Structures.  Shared private driveways shall not be considered streets.  However, on lots 
where the only means of access is a shared private driveway and there is no street frontage, the yard 
fronting on the shared private driveway shall be considered the front yard for zoning and setback 
purposes.  On lots where the only means of access is a shared private driveway and there is street 
frontage, the lot shall be treated as a corner lot (i.e. a lot with two front yards) for zoning and setback 
purposes.  
 
Comments:  Future surveys used for the proposed land division should accurately show the setbacks as 
described above. 
 

S. Adjacent Properties.  For shared private driveways built after the effective date of this amendment 
(April 30, 2008) and located on a property line, access to that shared private driveway is encouraged to 
be provided to the adjacent property.  The developer or owner of the adjacent property shall petition 
the owner(s) of the shared private driveway(s) located on the adjacent property to request a forum to 
discuss and negotiate access to, and use of, the existing shared private driveway(s).  However, where 
such access is granted and will exceed the maximum number of lots permitted on a shared private 
driveway, the shared private driveway shall be converted to a private road per paragraph P above. 
 
Comments:  We have no information whether or not the applicant/owner has petitioned the owners of 
the existing adjacent private shared driveway to explore potential use.  If such use were granted, it 
appears that the resulting shared private driveway would provide access for up to 4 lots. 
 
We recommend the applicant/owner approach the adjacent property owners and provide proof of that 
contact and the response with the Township. 
 

T. Nonconforming Shared Private Driveways.  Nonconforming shared private driveways may be modified 
in conformance with the requirements in Section 24.04.  Where necessary to accommodate shared 
private driveways versus private roads, the standards may be modified by the Township. 
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Comments:  The application does not call for modifying an existing nonconforming shared private 
driveway.  This standard does not apply. 
 
 

SUMMARY & COMMENTS 

 
The proposed shared private driveway application is not complete at this time. 
 
This review does not examine the proposed lots. 
 
 
Some guidance and areas for Planning Commission discussion are outlined below. 
 
1) A plan should be provided that is generally consistent with §24.05(J) Review Process. 

2) The applicant should provide proof of an attempt to get permission to use the shared private 
driveway immediately south of the proposed shared private driveway. 

3) Planning Commission should discuss whether it might consider making a favorable recommendation 
for a length (private road and shared private driveway) of greater than 1,200 feet, if a dry hydrant 
system is installed. 

4) A maintenance agreement consistent with §24.05(B) Maintenance Agreement and §24.02(C) 
Maintenance Agreement should be provided in a recordable form for review by the Township 
Attorney. 

5) Access for the proposed eastern lot should be clarified. 

6) The plan should be shared with the Fire Inspector for additional comment. 

 

 

  



















Drive Way Section
Mark Niemi
Indian View Trail,
Fenton, MI, 48430

6” of 1x3 crushed concrete, to later be 
topped with 3-6” of some variant of 
driverway gravel after building 
(limestone or something similar)

20’ wide cap, current driveway that is 
installed is currently 20’ and meets 
standard

20’

Ditch

Ditch
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